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The Induction motor is the most widely used electric motor among other types. It is
prevalent due to its simple design, rugged structure, low maintenance cost and excellent
reliability. However, control of an induction motor is a cumbersome task due to its
high nonlinearity and multi-variable dynamics. In this work, we present the Inter-
sample Iterative Learning Control (ISILC) and Active Disturbance Rejection Control
(ADRC) for the speed control of 3-phase squirrel cage induction motor. The former is
2-dimensional discrete-time control algorithm designed to operate at a higher rate than
the sensing and actuation rates of the system to use the excessive computational power
available at the central processing unit. It has a simple control structure and uses little
information about the model of the system. The numerical simulations and experimental
results have shown that the ISILC performs better than the conventional technique in
term of convergence. The second control technique which is presented in this work is a
xiii
linear robust control technique which is extremely robust against external and internal
uncertainties. The convergence characteristics of the ADRC are comparable to that of
the conventional technique. However, the numerical simulations have shown that the
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The field of electric drives is a continuously developing area since the mid-19th century
and playing an increasingly important role in both industry and everyday applications.
These drives are present in dozens of household appliances, transportation, and office
equipment and even in the industry which manufactures all these equipment. Industry
and transport sectors rely on these actuators for their efficient and precise operations.
These drives have taken over a significant share of physical efforts that were previously
undertaken by humans and also carried out tasks that were crucial and could not be
performed due to physical or other limitations. Application areas of electrical drives
are continuously expanding and becoming more and more sophisticated and versatile
[1, 2]. Electrical drives have replaced other devices and means of doing physical work
because of their numerous advantages which include energy efficiency and improvement
in control over the processes, which ensures the essential quality of work that has become
a necessity to fit in the modern and technologically advanced era.
Electric motors can be broadly classified into two categories: Direct current (DC)
motors and Alternating Current (AC) motors. Drive systems are different for both
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kinds of machines. Initially, DC motors were used for high-performance applications
(such as positioning systems, rolling mills, and traction drives) due to their relative
ease of control as compared to AC motors since their flux and torque are independently
controlled by the field and armature current respectively. However, on the other hand,
AC motors are more rugged and reliable and has lesser maintenance cost than DCmotors
because latter use mechanical commutator and brushes which wear out over time and
need to be continuously replaced. Among AC motors, the induction motor (IM) is most
popular due to its simple, rugged design, low manufacturing cost, no rotor winding in
squirrel cage motors, high torque to weight ratio, smaller size, and can tolerate heavy
overloading [3].
The design of control algorithms for induction motors is, however, very complex. It
was used only in fixed speed applications until the 1970s when the development of power
electronics and later digital signal processors paved the way for the complex algorithms
to be implemented in real-time. It is a nonlinear multi-variable control problem with
two inputs and two outputs to be controlled: rotor speed, and rotor flux magnitude.
The electromagnetic torque which controls the rotor speed is a nonlinear function of
stator currents and rotor fluxes. The linear approximation of the model cannot be used
for this application because the linearization assumes that the inital conditions of the
system are in the vicinity of the equilibrium point which is not true for the case of
induction machine. The initial rotor speed can be far away from the desired reference
speed selected for the system. The system also contains parameters such as load torque
and rotor resistance which may vary during the operation; they are critical in control
design and performance of the controller may be affected due to this change. A common
state feedback control scheme is avoided because the measurement of rotor flux is not
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available. Although it can be measured by placing the hall sensors inside the motor,
this practice is now nearly abandoned by the industry because of its cost and added
unreliability into the system. The aim of the control schemes is to track the desired
reference signals for rotor speed and flux magnitude, despite parameter variations and
external perturbations [4]. Since 1970s many control algorithms of nonlinear, adaptive
and intelligent nature are proposed. A detailed discussion of existing control strategies
is presented in chapter 2 and few gaps are also identified.
In this work, we have investigated the speed, flux, and torque control problems
of the induction motor. For the speed and flux control, we have proposed an inter-
sample iterative learning control (ISILC) and linear active disturbance rejection control
(LADRC) algorithms, which were not investigated before in the literature. For the
torque control, we have considered an advance application, i.e. traction control of
induction motor fed electric vehicles, and have proposed the LADRC algorithm for the
wheel slip ratio tracking.
This research work is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2 contains the mathemat-
ical modeling of a squirrel-cage three phase induction motor and the literature survey.
In chapter 3 we present the benchmark technique for the comparison: the conventional
technique which uses the cascaded PI loops. In chapter 4 we present the main con-
tribution of this work. We propose the Inter-sample iterative learning control (ISILC)
and Active Disturbance Rejection Control (ADRC) for the induction motor drives. In
chapter 5 we test the ADRC technique for an advance application of the IM drive i.e.,
traction control of electric vehicles. Finally, we will conclude the thesis in chapter 6.
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1.1 Problem Statement
Induction motors are the workhorses of the today’s industry. The dynamic model of
the IM is highly nonlinear and multi-variable. It is a standard issue that the sensing
and actuation rates of the drive systems are limited by some external factors (such as
switching frequency of power electronic devices), while the central processor tends to
operate at much higher rates. There exists a need for the development of an algorithm
which utilizes excessive computational power available at the processing end. Moreover,
the available techniques require precise information about the parameters of the ma-
chines which are usually not available in practice. We need robust control techniques
that can handle internal and external uncertainties.
1.2 Thesis Objectives
Following are the primary objectives of this work:
1. Devise the control technique that operates at a higher sampling rate than the the
sensing and actuation rates of the system for Induction Motor drives
2. Prepare a test bench to test the technique in real-time.
3. Devise a robust control scheme for the rotor speed control that can compensate
internal and external disturbances to the system.




Following the major contributions of this work:
1. We present the two-dimensional control algorithm, i.e., Inter-sample Iterative
learning control (ISILC) for the speed control of IM Drives.
2. We proposed linear active disturbance rejection control for the speed tracking
problem.







In this chapter, a mathematical model of the three-phase squirrel cage induction motor
describing its electromechanical behavior is developed. The model of the machine is
highly nonlinear and time-varying, so the Clarke and Park transforms are used to reduce
the complexity and convert the system to the time-invariant one. We also discuss the
algorithms of IM speed control present in the literature. Furthermore, the algorithms
have been categorized based on their intrinsic structure and characteristics.
2.2 Dynamical Model of the Induction Motor
An induction motor consists of two parts: stator and rotor. The stator is the static part
of the motor that houses the three-phase winding inside the slots and connected to the
power source. The rotor is the rotating part of the machine that delivers the mechanical
6
Figure 2.1: Rotor of the squirrel cage machine
energy to the system connected to it. There are two types of the rotor:
• Coiled Rotor : It is of a cylindrical form with multiple disks stacked on the machine
shaft. The coil winding runs through the slots of the stacked disks and forms a
magnetic circuit when energized. Slip rings provide the electrical connection to
the winding. The motors consisting such rotors are also known as slip ring motors.
Due to high-energy losses in the brushes, these machines bear a high-maintenance
cost which makes them some what unfavorable for the usage.
• Squirrel Cage Rotor : This type of rotor does not have an external electrical con-
nection. It is composed of conductive bars, forming a cylindrical structure, and
connected to the conductive end rings. The cylinder is stacked with the metallic
disks to enhance the magnetic properties. The rotor coil is in short-circuit, so the
voltage across the rotor is zero. The squirrel-cage motor is the most common type
of the induction motor used in the various application. Figure 2.1 shows a typical
squirrel cage rotor.
This thesis is based on the analysis and control of the squirrel-cage motors. Before
developing the mathematical model of the machine, we present some preliminary con-
siderations in the following section.
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2.2.1 Preliminaries
A well-known approach to study the dynamics of the AC machines is to transform the
variables, i.e. voltages, currents and flux linkages, from the fixed stator frame to a
rotating rotor reference frame defined by the Clark and Park transformations. These
transformations reduce the complexity of the differential equations that describe the
electrical and mechanical behavior of the machine. The conversion from the three-
phase stationary (a, b, c) to the two-phase rotating (d, q) frame is a two stage process.
First, the three-phase variables are projected to the stationary orthogonal two phases
(α, β) known as Clarke Transformation. Then, the Park Transformation converts the
stationary two-phase system to the rotating two-phase (d, q). Before further discussing
the transformation, the following assumptions are considered:
Modeling Assumptions
• There is a uniform air gap thickness inside the machine.
• The three phases of the machine are balanced.
• The magnetic field distribution is sinusoidal inside the air gap.
• The magnetic characteristics of the machine are linear.
• Skin effect, temperature effect, eddy current losses and hysteresis phenomenon are
neglected.
Clarke Transformation
The Clarke transformation is a mathematical transform used to simplify the analysis of
three-phase electrical circuits. The three phase vectors are projected to two orthogonal
8
Figure 2.2: Clarke Transform
vectors called α and β. Figure 2.2 shows the comparison between the clarke orthogonal
axes, i.e., α−β and the three-phase reference frame, where iα and iβ are the transformed
equivalent orthogonal current vectors. The balanced three-phase to quadrature two-

















































































Since we are considering the balanced three-phase system, so the current in the ho-

























































The Park transformation, P (θ), transforms the AC variable from the α− β frame to a
rotating d−q reference frame where θs is the angle of rotation of the frame. It transforms
the AC variables to the two DC variables thus converting a time-varying system to its



































and θs is the angle between between the axis−α of the stationary frame and the axis−d
of the rotating frame. Figure 2.2 shows the comparison among the reference frames.
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2.2.2 Electric and Mechanical Equations
The mathematical model of the three-phase squirrel cage induction motor is derived
from the electromagnetic and mechanical principles. The three phase stator and rotor
voltages equations in the stationary (a, b, c) frame are expressed as matrix equations as







































































































































The vectors V sabc and V
r
abc represent the three-phase stator and the rotor voltages, I
s
abc
and Irabc represents the three phase currents of the stator and the rotor respectively and
Φsabc and Φ
r
abc denotes the three phase stator and rotor flux linkages. The notation Rs
and Rr denotes the stator and the rotor resistance respectively.
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The superscript s and r denotes the stator and rotor side of the quantity, lr is the rotor
self-induction, ls is the stator self-induction, M r is the mutual induction between two
rotor phases, M s is the mutual induction between two stator phases, p is the pole pairs
of the motor and θm represents the mechanical angle of the rotor. The electrical angle
θe is given as θe = pθm. Applying the Clarke and Park transformation, (2.2) and (2.3),
to the voltage equations, (2.4) and (2.5), where θs is the angular position of the d − q
frame will transform the electrical equation to the rotating d− q frame as



































































































The vector V sdq represents the d and q axis stator voltages, V
r
dq is the d − q axis rotor
voltages, Isdq is the d − q axis stator current, I
r
dq is the d − q axis rotor current, Φ
s
dq is
the stator flux linkage in the d − q frame, Φrdq is the rotor flux linkage and θr is the
relative rotor angular position with respect to the d − q frame, also known as the slip
angle, written as
θr = θs − p θm (2.10)
where θm is the mechanical angular position of the rotor and θs is the angle of the
rotating synchronous frame. Differentiating (2.10) will yield,
ωs = ωr + pΩm,
where ωs is the synchronous speed of the rotating magnetic field inside the machine,


















where Ls and Lr are the stator and rotor cyclic self-inductances and Msr is the mutual
cyclic inductance. From (2.8) and (2.9), the dynamics of the magnetic flux of the
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dq + (ωs − pΩ)kΦ
r
dq. (2.14)
Substituting the relation of Irdq from (2.12) into (2.14) will yield the final dynamics of











I2×2 + (ωs − pΩ)k
)
Φrdq. (2.15)






















dq + (ωs − pΩ)kΦ
r
dq. (2.17)
Then substituting the relation of d
dt
Irdq from (2.16) and the relation of Φ
s
dq from (2.11)






























with Ω denoting the mechanical angular speed of the rotor of the machine. The notation
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and I2×2 represents an identity matrix of dimension 2.











The torque of the machine has a nonlinear relation with the rotor fluxes and stator
currents. The dynamics of the mechanical angular speed of the motor can be represented













where Jm is the motor’s moment of inertia, Tl is the load torque and fv is the viscous
damping coefficient. The complete mathematical model of the three phase squirrel cage
induction motor is represented by (2.15), (2.18) and (2.22). We can rewrite the model
in extended form as
dΩ
dt












= −aφrd + (ωs − pΩ)φ
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= −γ isd + a b φ
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= −γ isq − b pΩφ
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d − ωs i
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where the parameters a, b, c, γ,m and m1 are defined as







m = pMsr/JLr, m1 = 1/σLs.
IM model in the Rotating frame Associated to the Rotor Flux
The mathematical model of the induction motor defined by (2.23)− (2.27) is represented
in an arbitrarily rotating frame. Designing a controller for the presented model is still
quite difficult. We can further simplify the model by assuming the d-axis of the rotating
frame is aligned with the rotor flux vector. In that case, the q-component of the rotor
flux and its derivative will vanish, i.e.,
dφrq
dt
≡ φrq ≡ 0
Defining the synchronous angular speed as ωs =
dρ
dt
, where ρ is the rotor flux angle. Eq.









The nonlinear model of the induction motor expressed in the rotor field associated
d−q frame is obtained by replacing the synchronous angular speed, ωs, and the dynamics
of φrq with the dynamics of the rotor flux angle, ρ. The general model (2.23) − (2.27)























= −γ isd + a b φ
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= −γ isq − b pΩφ
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Remark 1 With the assumption of rotor flux alignment, the d-component of the rotor
flux i.e., φrd represents the total magnitude of the rotor flux.
Remark 2 The dynamics of Ω and φrd, in (2.23) and (2.24), are decoupled w.r.t to i
s
d
and isq. This decoupling will help us in the control design explained in the later chapters.
2.2.3 State Space Represntation
For the state space representation of the model, we need to define the state x, the input
u and the output y of the system. In this work, we consider the speed and the currents
of the motor are measurable, so Ω, isd and i
s
q are selected as the output of the system.
Usually, the flux of the machine is not available for the measurement, because of the hall
sensors, which measures the flux inside the motor, are expensive and adds unreliability
to the system. The stator input voltages, vsd and v
s
q , are taken as the input. The load
torque is considered as the bounded unknown input disturbance to the system. One can
also consider Tl as a system state and consider designing an observer for its estimation,
but we employed the former technique. The state vector of the system consists of the
speed, the d and q axis current and the d and q axis flux. The dynamics (2.23)−(2.27)
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are represented in an arbitrary rotating (d, q) frame. One can also consider the dynamics
with the rotor flux aligned d− q where φsq = 0.







































































, w = Tl.
where x ∈ R5, u ∈ R2, y ∈ R3 and w ∈ R. Then, the state space representation of the
IM model (2.23)-(2.27), in an arbitrary rotating d− q frame, is given as
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The vector function, f(x) ∈ R5, is smooth, nonlinear and locally lipschitz. The matrices
B1 ∈ R
5×2, B2 ∈ R
5 and C ∈ R3×5 are constant and known. The model representation
(2.34) is used throughout the thesis.
2.3 Literature Review
The three phase induction motor is a nonlinear system with parameter variations and
external perturbations. Traditionally, induction motors were used in the applications
where variable speed control was not required (such as pumps, compressors, and blow-
ers). There was virtually no possibility of controlling the motor within a wide range of
speed operations with high energy efficiency up until the 1970s. The advent of power
electronic devices made the high frequency switching possible with low energy losses,
thus removing the major barricade in the development. Since then, the control problem
of the induction motor attracted much attention from researchers and engineers. More
than 80,000 patents and 4000 journal papers have been published and still growing [4].
This section briefly summarizes the broad categorization of motor control schemes and
discusses the recent developments in the field.
We can broadly classify the motor control schemes of IM into two categories, i.e.
Scalar methods and Vector methods. Scalar control methods are the techniques in
which the control algorithm alters the magnitude of the control variable. These are
the simplest and earliest methods devised to control the rotor speed of the machine.
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On the other hand, the vector control schemes are more advanced and computationally
intensive and require a certain amount of processing power. They are based on the vector
representation of the model, described in section 2.2, and controls both the direction
and the magnitude of the machine’s current and voltages. Figure 2.3 shows the broad
classification of the speed control algorithms.
2.3.1 Scalar Control Methods
As discussed earlier, the scalar control techniques only control the magnitude of the
control variable. These are the simplest and earliest devised techniques based on the
characteristic equations of the IM. In this section, we discuss the speed control tech-













Figure 2.3: Categorization of motor control schemes
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The characteristic equation for the mechanical rotor speed of the IM in given as [5]





The notation Nm represents the mechanical rotor speed in revolutions per minute (rpm),
Ns for the synchronous speed of the rotating magnetic field in rpm, fs is the supply
frequency, p is the number of pole pairs in the motor and s is the rotor slip between
0 and 1. 0 means the rotor is rotating at the synchronous speed and 1 represents a
stationary rotor. From (2.35) and (2.36) it can seen that the mechanical speed can
be influenced by: 1) number of poles (p); 2) slip of the motor (s) and 3) the supply
frequency (fs). The slip control is only used for the wound rotor induction motors (also
known as slip ring induction motors) because their rotor winding is externally accessible
via slip rings. A series resistance is added to increase the rotor resistance which changes
the slip of the motor. This method is highly inefficient due to power dissipation and is
not practiced in the industry.
Pole Changing
The pole changing technique provides a discrete set of operating speeds of the motor.
It is achieved by employing multiple stator windings with different number of pole pairs
and energizing one set at a time. For instance, a motor can be wound with two pole
and four pole configuration, so its synchronous speed could be switched from 3600 rpm
to 1800 rpm, at 60 Hz supply frequency, by simply supplying power to the other set of
winding. Such kind of motors are used in cranes and industrial hoists with two operating
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speeds - a slower approach speed and a higher transit speed.
The major drawback of this technique is that one can only achieve the specific set
of speeds, multiple of the supply frequency. At 60 Hz frequency, for successive number
of pole pairs, i.e. p = 1, 2, 3, 4... the corresponding synchronous speeds Ns according to
(2.36) will be 3600 r/min, 1800 r/min, 1200 r/min, 900 r/min and so on. This change
in synchronous speed will change the mechanical rotor speed. Moreover, the additional
set of stator winding increases the complexity and cost of the motor.
Voltage Control
The speed of the induction motor can also be changed by changing the stator voltage.







where Vs is the stator voltage, Xl is the total leakage reactance, Rr and Rs is the
rotor and stator resistance of the motor respectively. The induced torque is directly
proportional to the square of the applied voltage. If we decrease the stator voltage, at a
constant load, the induced torque will also decrease, therefore resulting in the reduced
rotor speed. One major disadvantage arises from the quadratic relation between the
applied voltage and induced torque. A Large change in supply voltage is required for
a relatively small change in speed. A Large change in applied voltage will result in











Figure 2.4: V/F Control of three-phase induction motor
Frequency Control (V/F)
Frequency control which is also known as Volts per Hertz (V/F) control is the most
widely used scalar control strategy for induction motors. Initially it was designed and
implemented in open loop structure but later closed loop designs were also proposed
[7, 8]. This control scheme utilizes the characteristic relation described by (2.35) and
(2.36). The decrease in supply frequency will decrease in mechanical speed. However on






where T is the number of turns per phase, K is the winding constant and φ is the
flux. From equation (2.38) it can be seen that the produced flux inside the machine
is inversely proportional to the applied frequency. So if we decrease the frequency to
decrease the speed, the flux will increase and saturate the stator and the rotor cores
causing the increase in no-load current. We need to maintain the flux at a constant
value. The flux of the machine depends on the ratio of applied voltage and frequency
from eq. (2.38). While decreasing the frequency, we also need to decrease the voltage
to maintain the same V/F ratio. The control scheme is represented in figure 2.4.
This control technique is simple and easy to implement using power electronic based
inverters, but it also has some severe disadvantages. First and the foremost, since it
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is an open loop design, so the steady state error is indispensable [10] especially when
load torque is applied to the machine. The slip compensation is used in the closed
loop V/F schemes for steady state error cancellation. However, due to the slip-torque
characteristic of the machine, it works only between a small speed range. Its overall
stability is also not guaranteed so the system may start oscillating under small load or
while tracking a very low reference speed [11, 12]. This happens because the control
algorithm does not compensate the nonlinear and coupling behavior of the machine.
Another drawback of this control technique is that it only controls the steady state
response of the motor. The dynamic response cannot be controlled with this V/F
method [13–17].
Over the past years, researchers have addressed these problems and proposed numer-
ous modifications in the algorithm for better performance. In [18], the author suggested
that the motors with small rotor inertia are more prone to the instability. Inverter
dead-time and DC link filters also affect the stability of the motor [19]. Influence of
magnetic saturation is studied in [20]. To improve the stability, [13] and [21] proposed
a dynamic current compensation and current regulation schemes. The researchers also
studied the characteristics of the stator currents during the oscillations to improve the
stability of the system [22,23].
Several closed loop designs for V/F control scheme were proposed to improve the
transient response and steady state error. Fuzzy logic based technique is used in [10]
and a fuzzy-tuned PID control scheme is proposed in [14]. The authors in [24] devised
a new modulation scheme for the inverter and compared with the space vector mod-
ulation (SVM) to mitigate the torque ripple of the machine. Stator voltage and slip
compensation technique was proposed in [17].
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Despite having limited performance, V/F control is still used in the applications
which do not require high-performance and tighter control on speed trajectories and
small steady state error is also tolerable like in pumps, conveyor belts, HVAC systems,
etc. However, for more sophisticated and advanced applications like electric vehicles
which require a wide speed range of operation and a tighter control on torque/speed of
the machine, this technique is not suitable.
2.3.2 Field Oriented Control
Unlike the scalar control techniques, the vector control schemes are complex and require
computational power for their implementation. As the name suggests, this class of
techniques uses the vector representation of the dynamics of the IM, (2.23)−(2.27).
The performance of the vector schemes is superior to that of scalar methods. The
scalar methods offer the speed control only in a limited range of operation. On the
other hand, the vector methods enabled the machine to be used in the applications
requiring wide speed range operation, such as electric vehicles. Moreover, they also
reduced the operational losses. The technique of field-orientation is used for the vector
control and the overall control structure is named as Field-Oriented Control (FOC).
In 1972 Blaschke introduced the FOC using which it became possible to mimic a
three-phase induction motor as a separately excited DC motor. In DC motors the flux
and the torque can be independently controlled. The current through the field winding
sets the value of the flux, and the current through the rotor winding establishes the
torque of the machine. In this method, the three phase system (a,b,c) is projected to
a rotating orthogonal two phase system (d,q), as explained in section 2.2. After the
transformation, the d-component of the stator current (isd) controls the flux and its
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q-component (isq) controls the torque of the motor. In FOC the control algorithm is de-
signed in d-q frame and applied in a-b-c stationary frame using the inverse transforms.
This strategy ensures the orthogonal relation between the rotor flux and the torque,
which DC motor achieves through a commutator, thus ensuring maximum torque pro-
duced by the motor [2, 25].
Field-oriented control is a complex control strategy and needs fast switching power
electronic devices and high computational power. It remained in the books and theo-
retical papers until the 1990s. The development of microcontrollers and microprocessor
based embedded systems paved the way for the realization of these algorithms. Since
then, many modifications and extensions to this basic algorithm have been proposed to
enhance its performance and to test its applicability in various applications.
The field oriented control algorithm needs the precise information of the machine
parameters (such as rotor/stator resistances, inductances) to work properly. Discrep-
ancies may lead to unsatisfactory performance. It also requires the information of the
rotor flux angle θe. In direct field oriented scheme hall sensors are placed inside the
motor to measure the flux and its angle. This approach is not economically feasible and
also affects the reliability of the systems, because it makes it more complicated. Instead
of measuring the rotor flux angle directly from the motor, indirect FOC is used which
uses the current model to estimate the rotor flux angle [26]. Measurement of the flux
magnitude is also required for robust control designs. All these issues gave birth to the
parameter identification and observer based control schemes for an induction motor.
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Parameter Identification and Estimation Methods
Among all the parameters the most important are the rotor resistance (Rr), rotor time
constant (RTC: Lr/Rr), rotor mechanical speed (for sensorless techniques) and load
torque (Tl). Their impact on the control design is the most because they often change
on run-time due to thermal effects [27,28]. There are many proposed identification and
estimation algorithms in the literature focusing on different parameters.
Speed and flux estimation methods can be categorized into two groups: 1) signal
injection based methods; 2) model based techniques [29]. The accuracy of the estima-
tion techniques for Ω and Φrdq itself depend on the accuracy of the motor parameters. A
model reference adaptive system (MRAS) based speed estimation technique with online
rotor time constant update was proposed in [29]. This technique avoids injecting the
test signals for estimation rather uses the spectrum of signal jitters already present in
the current loops. The author in [30] proposed a second order sliding observer based
flux estimation method to reduce the sensitivity of the control algorithm against motor
parameter variation. Some other sliding mode observer based techniques for speed and
flux estimation were proposed in [31–33]. In [34], the reduced order extended Kalman
filter (EKF) and adaptive speed estimation based algorithm was proposed to enhance
the robustness against internal and external disturbances for high and mid speed range
applications. A descriptor-type EKF was suggested for estimation in [35]. In [36], three
different flux observers: rotor-flux model reference adaptive system (MRAS); torque-
current MRAS and adaptive nonlinear flux observer were compared on the basis of
performance against load torque variation, parameter sensitivity and system stability.
It was reported that the adaptive nonlinear flux observer (ANFO: proposed by [37])
demonstrates much better performance in real-time. The ANFO was combined with
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signal injection method to enhance its performance at low speed in [38]. The author
in [39] proposed a modification in ANFO algorithm for zero speed and 100% load appli-
cations. In [40], the author presented the theoretical conditions under which the speed
and flux of induction motors and permanent magnetic synchronous motors can be esti-
mated. He also proposed that the variance in motor parameters, such as RTC, can not
be tracked while estimating the speed at steady state when flux is constant.
Several works have been proposed in the domain of parameter identification for in-
duction motors especially for rotor time constant, rotor resistance and load torque. Most
of the RTC identification algorithms can be superimposed on the model based speed
estimation algorithms. In [41], a model reference adaptive controller has been proposed
for correcting RTC using the third harmonic of d-component of stator phase voltage.
A method of obtaining a recursive RTC equation by injecting a small low-frequency
AC component to the flux command is also proposed in literature [42]. However, the
signal injection schemes produce torque ripples which are undesirable in some applica-
tions [27], so small signal jitters which are inherently present in the system can also be
used [29,43] for this purpose. An offline strategy, based on least square method, for the
identification of the RTC, the stator resistance, the stator self-inductance and the stator
transient inductance with the assumption of known rotor speed was proposed in [44,45].
A reactive power approach was introduced by [46] to estimate the rotor resistance. An
approach based on Luenberger-sliding mode observer and Lyapunov’s stability theory
adaptive to the stator and rotor resistance was also proposed [47,48].
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Adaptive and Robust Control Methods
Due to unknown and time varying nature of the motor parameters many adaptive and
robust control schemes have been proposed in the past. Among the most famous algo-
rithms are adaptive I/O feedback linearization [49], adaptive backstepping and sliding-
mode algorithms. Many variations of these techniques have been proposed and tested in
the literature. In [50], a higher-order twisting sliding mode algorithm for speed and flux
tracking was proposed. A robust adaptive backstepping control approach was proposed
in [51]. It used function approximation technique for uncertain load torque, friction
and moment of inertia. The inner current loops of IM control also play a major role in
overall performance of the control design. Authors in [52] designed an adaptive control
scheme for the inner current loops and [53] proposed an adaptive nonlinear controller
based on the zero dynamics of the system.
In general, the identification process is complex because the parameters of interest
depend on other parameters (for instance RTC depends on rotor’s self-inductance and
resistance). They also require online identification and update process because of their
time-varying nature. These issues increase the complexity of identification and adaptive
techniques, thus making them difficult to implement in real-time applications [54]. The
other approach is to design robust controllers capable of dealing with these uncertain
parameters with the ability to reject the internal and external disturbances without
any online update mechanism. Despite parameter variations, the controller should be
able to give high-performance results. A robust backstepping approach was proposed
in [55].The Nonlinear Active disturbance rejection controllers (ADRC) [56] were also
investigated for this control problem. In [57], two second-order ADRCs were used for
flux and speed control of an induction motor. The authors in [58] investigated a hybrid
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scheme of conventional PID and second-order ADRC. To reduce the complexity of the
ADRCs, [54] proposed a robust first order ADRC technique for robust speed tracking.
Intelligent and Hybrid Methods
In parallel to the techniques inspired from the control theory, intelligent techniques
like artificial neural networks (ANN) [59, 60], Fuzzy logic [61] and optimization algo-
rithms [62] has also been explored. Especially, hybrid techniques [63] are quite trending
nowadays because they have the ability to overcome the shortcomings of the theoreti-
cally inspired techniques (sliding-mode and backstepping) and has an exceptional ability
to handle the system nonlinearities and uncertainties. Like the problem of chattering
in sliding-mode control has been addressed by [64] using adaptive fuzzy approach while
ensuring the high system performance. Fuzzy control design uses a linguistic rule base
which is designed through expert knowledge, they are less model dependant, robust and
easier to understand and implement [65]. Fuzzy Sliding mode techniques use expert
knowledge and handle uncertainties very well [66]. However, it has a major draw-
back that it lacks methodical design techniques for the fuzzy rules and its membership
functions [67]. To overcome this shortcoming, adaptive fuzzy sliding-mode control was
proposed [68]. Adaptive fuzzy sliding mode control schemes for induction motor control
were also explored [69–71]. Similar to the issue of chattering in sliding-mode control;
the issue of ‘explosion of terms’ in backstepping technique was also addressed using
intelligent techniques [72, 73].
Similar to fuzzy based techniques, ANNs are also very popular in this domain due to
their parallelism and learning characteristics [74]. It is able to approximate wide range
of nonlinear functions. ANNs are used in both estimation and control algorithms. ANN
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based hybrid techniques are also explored in the literature. The authors in [75] proposed
a robust backstepping controller which uses two, two layer ANNs. One for designing the
fictitious controller, and other for robustly realizing the ANN signals. A wavelet neural
network based strategy with adaptive learning rates was proposed in [76]. Learning
algorithm used for the training of ANNs also affect their performance. A comparison
of the performance of ANNs trained using different training algorithms was presented
in [77, 78]. A self-tuning neuro-fuzzy technique was proposed in [79] for robust rotor
speed tracking.
2.4 Knowledge Gap
In the previous section, we have skimmed through the available control techniques,
which came under the scope of field oriented control, which are present in the literature.
Robust, adaptive, intelligent and hybrid techniques have been presented for the speed
tracking problem. However, none of these techniques address the issue of the limited
sampling rate of the sensing/actuation of the system. In real-time, the control laws are
implemented in discrete time using microcontrollers operating at a specific sampling
rate. For the case of IM drives, the motor is operated by a voltage source inverter (VSI)
controlled through the PWM signal. The maximum frequency of the PWM signal
must not exceed the maximum switching frequency of the MOSFETs/IGBTs present
in the VSI. Typically, the switching frequency of the power devices is < 50KHz. In
such scenario, the control law can only be executed at a rate up to 50KHz while the
microcontroller running the system tends to operate at the much higher frequency, i.e.,
at the order of 106Hz. All the techniques present in the literature can be executed
only at the sampling rate synchronized with the sensing and actuation. Due to external
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limitation, a lot of processing power is being wasted. We require a control technique that
utilizes this addition computational power available at the processing end to improve
the system response.
The induction machine is an uncertain system. The machine parameters are not
accurately known in practice. To perform the robust tracking of the rotor speed, in-
telligent and adaptive control schemes have been proposed in the literature. But the
schemes are heavily dependant on the structure of the model and are also complicated
and much theoretically involved which is not appreciated in the industry. That is why
PID control scheme is still prevalent in the industry. For these reasons it is believed
that there is still a lot of room available for contribution in robust control schemes with






In this chapter, we present the conventional FOC control technique. The traditional
technique of control uses cascaded PI control loops for the speed and flux tracking. It
is the earliest technique used to control the induction motor. However, this linear and
simple method has some shortcomings. Moreover, we also present the experimental
test bench prepared for the real-time testing of the results. The conventional scheme
simulated as well as testing in the real-time. This scheme will be compared with the
proposed scheme presented in the next chapters.
Control Objectives
The following are the control objectives for the controller design:
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Figure 3.1: Conventional FOC Scheme for Induction motor
track a smooth and bounded reference trajectory, Ω∗(t).
2. The rotor flux magnitude of the machine, φrd(t), should track a smooth and
bounded reference i.e., φr∗d (t).
3.2 Conventional Field-Oriented Control
The conventional FOC uses the cascaded PI loop structure. It handles the system
nonlinearities by forcing the system to the current command mode. Inner loops, known
as the current loops, control the direct and the quadrature axis currents of the stator,
forcing them to track their respective references generated by the outer control loops.
The outer control loops control the actual speed and the flux of the machine. The
overall control scheme is depicted in Figure. 3.1.
















while considering is∗d and i
s∗
q as the input to the sub system (3.1) and (3.2).
3.2.1 Flux Control
The dynamics of the flux of the motor are represented by (3.2). It can be noted that the
dynamics are linear and stable, as a > 0. Considering is∗d as the input to the dynamics,
the objective of the flux control is to find an appropriate is∗d that ensures the convergence
of φrd to some reference φ
r∗






and its dynamics as,
ėφ = φ̇rd − φ̇
r∗
d . (3.4)
In general, the reference flux is the rated flux of the machine, and therefore its value is
constant i.e., φ̇∗d = 0. Substituting (3.2) into (3.4) will yield
ėφ = −aφd + aMsr i
s∗
d . (3.5)
Performing the steady state analysis on (3.5), where ėφ = 0. The flux magnitude will







The is∗d will serve as the reference to the d−axis inner current loop of the scheme to





The dynamics of the mechanical rotor speed, (3.1), are nonlinear. The is∗q is considered
as the input to the system. If control input is chosen as
is∗q = KpΩ(Ω
∗ − Ω) +KiΩ
∫ t
0
(Ω∗ − Ω)dt, (3.7)
then with the appropriate choice of KpΩ and KiΩ, Ω will converge to Ω
∗, for a constant
Tl, as the time goes to infity. The author in [80] has shown that, the dynamics of the
current-fed induction motor, (3.2) and (3.2), with the control input (3.7) are globally
asymtotically stable.
3.2.3 Current Loops
The current loop control forces the true direct and quadrature axes currents of the ma-
chine to their respective references generated by the outer loop control, i.e., (3.6) and
(3.7). The dynamics of the inner loops represented by (2.32) and (2.33) are highly non-
linear and time-varying. One way to deal with these is to use nonlinear compensation
to eliminate the nonlinear terms from the equation. But this technique requires exact
information about the machine parameters. Even a slight error can result in an unsat-
isfactory response. However, it is shown experimentally that the effect of nonlinearities
can be eliminated by forcing the system into current command mode [81]. It can be






















Table 3.1: Machine Parameters
Induction Motor Parameters
PN 180W Nominal Power
VN 220V Nominal Voltage
I 1.3A Rated Current
n 1740 rpm Rated Speed
Rs 11.05Ω Stator Resistance
Rr 6.11Ω Rotor Resistance
Ls 316.4mH Stator Inductance





Lm 293.9mH Mutual Inductance
Kdp, Kdi, Kqp and Kqi are the positive number which should be tuned in a manner that
the quantities isd and i
s







To investigate the performance of the conventional FOC, the system (2.29)−(2.33) is
simulated in MATLAB/Simulink using the S-Function. We used Fixed Step solver with
the time step of 10−5 in the simulation settings. The machine parameters are taken from
the documentation provided by TI for the machine used for the real-time experiment.
The parameters are summarized in Table 3.1. The machine is tested for the medium
speed range operation. The speed reference, Ω∗, is set to 500 RPM and φr∗d is set to
0.263 Wb i.e., the rated flux of the machine. The gain of the PI controllers for the outer
and inner loops were tuned based on the procedure provided by the TI [83] which is
similar to the Ziegler Nichols method. The gains are tuned using the method provided
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Figure 3.2: Rotor speed of the machine under PI control
by Texas Instruments [83]:
KpΩ = 0.009, KIΩ = 0.009,
Kdp = Kqp = 6.4 Kdi = Kqi = 740.
Figure 3.2 shows the trajectory of the rotor speed. The settling time of the speed

















Figure 3.3: Flux magnitude of the machine under PI control
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Figure 3.4: The d-axis stator current of the machine
is 630ms when Ω enters the 1% bound of Ω∗. No overshoot or steady state error is
observed. Figure 3.3 shows the trajectory of φrd. The settling time of the flux is 93ms
with 3.8% overshoot. No steady state error is observed in the flux as well. The control
laws (3.6) and (3.7) ensures the convergence of Ω and φrd to their respective references.
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 show response of the inner current loops of the system i.e., isd
and isq. The reference for the d-axis and q-axis inner current loop is generated by (3.6)









Figure 3.5: The q-axis stator current of the machine
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Figure 3.6: The d− q axis stator voltages of the machine
and (3.7) respectively. The high gain PI loops, (3.8) and (3.9), compensates for the
system nonlinearities and forces the true direct and quadrature currents of the machine
to track their respective references. Both the responses are free from the steady-state
errors. Moreover, both isd and i
s
q are bounded and within limits. Figs. 3.6 shows the
control inputs, i.e., d-axis and q-axis voltages generated by the inner control loops. The
control inputs are smooth and bounded without any chattering.
External Disturbance
The load torque, Tl, is modelled as an external disturbance to the system. The external
perturbation is simulated for a medium speed range operation. Once the machine
reached its reference speed i.e., 500 RPM, at t = 3s a load torque of 500 mN.m, i.e.,
half the rated torque of the machine, is applied on the machine. Figure 3.7 shows the
response of the conventional FOC algorithm under the influence of external disturbance.
The rotor speed drops to 156 RPM in 300ms before it starts recovering. It re-enters the
1% bound of the reference at t = 7.7s. The algorithm takes 4.4s to recover from the
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Figure 3.7: Rotor speed with external disturbance
external disturbance.
Internal Disturbances
The robustness of the conventional FOC is also investigated for the internal model
uncertainties. Practically, it is a common issue that the parameters of the machine are
not exactly known. The system is simulated with the same set of gains for variation of
rotor resistance, i.e., Rr. The value of Rr, was perturbed to 100% of the base value.
Figure 3.8 shows the trajectory of the rotor speed when the rotor resistance was changed
50%, 100%. The overshoot of 2.2% and 4.4% was observed. The settling of the response
was heavily affected. The rotor speed takes 1.95s and 2.7s to settle upon 50% and 100%
variation. In conclusion, the conventional FOC posses unsatisfactory robustness against
both external and internal disturbances. The gains of the control law should be re-tuned
to compensate for the uncertainties. The conventional FOC also lacks the mathematical
conditions for system stability, especially for the inner loops of the control scheme.
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Figure 3.8: Rotor speed with internal disturbance
3.2.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results of the conventional FOC scheme.
The Texas Instruments High Voltage Motor Control Kit is used for the realtime im-
plementation. Figure 3.9 shows the experimental setup. The hardware consists of four
functional groups: power supply, inverter, instrumentation and digital signal processor.
The key aspects of this experimental setup is its low cost, compact design, and high











Figure 3.9: Experimental Setup
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identification algorithms. Due to it’s compact and plug and play nature it can be easily
disassembled and moved to different places, as it is one of the major concerns of exper-
imental setups in an academic environment. On the other hand, the downside of this
experimental setup is that it provides insufficient support with the Matlab Simulink.
The user needs to implement the algorithms in C-language which is quite complicated
in its very nature. The details of the kit are given in the appendix.
The conventional FOC scheme was implemented on the hardware using the C-
language and Code Composer Studio and digital motor control library provided by
TI. The reference for the speed was set to 600rpm. The PI gains were tuned using the
procedure defined by the TI [83] as:
Kdp = Kqp = 2.0, Kdi = Kqi = 0.003
KpΩ = 1.7, KIΩ = 0.0002
The PWM frequency and ADC sampling frequency both are set to 10KHz. Figure
3.10 shows the trajectory of the rotor speed of the machine. The speed settles in 657ms












Figure 3.10: Real-time trajectory of the rotor speed under conventional control
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Figure 3.11: Real-time trajectory of the d-axis current









Figure 3.12: Real-time trajectory of the q-axis current under conventional control
which it enters the 1% bound for the reference. Moreover, 1.16% overshoot was also
observed. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the real-time d− q axis currents of the motor. It
can be seen that the inner loops successfully make the isd and i
s
q of the machine converge
to is∗d and i
s∗
q generated by the outer control loops. The vector currents are within the
physical limits of the machine. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the control inputs generated
by control scheme. The control inputs are within the physical limits of the machine.
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Figure 3.13: Real-time d-axis control voltage generated by conventional control









Figure 3.14: Real-time q-axis control voltage generated by conventional control
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the conventional FOC scheme. It is simple and the oldest
methods for speed control of the induction motor. Its performance is adequate regard-
ing convergence and settling time, although no overshoot and steady-steady errors were
observed. The internal and external disturbance rejection qualities are average. The ro-
tor speed successfully re-converges to the references after 4.4s. The internal disturbance
profoundly affects the settling time of the system. The technique was also implemented






In this chapter, we present the main contribution of the thesis. We propose two control
schemes for the rotor speed control of the three-phase squirrel cage Induction motor,
namely 1) Inter-sample Iterative Learning Control (ISILC) and 2) Active Disturbance
Rejection Control (ADRC). The ISILC is a 2 − D control technique which uses an
iterative process between two-time samples to enhance the performance of the system.
It is an especially useful technique for the systems where the sampling rate of the
sensing and actuation devices is constrained due to some external factor while the central
processor still possessing a higher rate for the control law execution. The ADRC is based
on an active linearization of the system using an Extended State Observer (ESO). The
ADRC is exceptionally robust against uncertainties. In literature, the nonlinear ADRC
with a nonlinear ESO has been used for the IM drives [57,58], but the nonlinear ADRC
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has discontinuous control law and experiences chattering at steady state. Moreover,
the stability criterion for the nonlinear ADRC is still an open problem. Later, Gao
has introduced a linear ADRC (LADRC), and its stability characteristics was studied
by [84, 85]. LADRC is more simple than its nonlinear counter part. Moreover, the
stability criterion is also established for this technique. Previously, LADRC is not
been investigated for this control problem. Both ISILC and ADRC are tested for their
effectiveness through numerical simulations while ISILC is also implemented in real-time
using the experimental setup explained in chapter 3.
4.2 Inter-sample Iterative Learning Control
Iterative learning control (ILC) is a simple technique devised to take advantage of the
repetitive nature of the system and improves the response on trial by trial basis by
adding the information of the previous control input [86]. ILC was born in the field of
robotics but has been very popular in other areas of engineering as well, multi agent
control, motor control, stochastic systems, mechatronics and more [87–90]. Specifically,
in motor control, ILC has been used to mitigate the speed ripple of permanent magnet
synchronous motor operated at low speeds [88]. The idea was also proposed for the
speed tracking problem of DC motor with nonlinear friction [91]. For more references,
the reader can refer the survey papers [92, 93].
In this work, we propose a new scheme of implementation of ILC, which we call as
ISILC. The proposed scheme enables the conventional ILC to be investigated for non-
repetitive control problems as well. The main contribution of this work is to propose a
new control scheme inspired from the conventional ILC to use the excess computational
power available at the central processor. The stability of the algorithm is mathematically
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studied and validated through numerical simulations.
4.2.1 Preliminaries and System Description
Throughout this work, the notation R, Z+ and N represents the set of real numbers,
positive integers, and natural numbers respectively. The notation M > 0 (M < 0),
whereM being a Hermitian matrix, denotes a matrixM being positive definite (negative
definite) and M ′ denotes the matrix transpose of M . The notation I and 0 represent
an identity matrix and a null matrix of appropriate dimension, respectively.
The ISILC is a discrete-time control technique. We use the forward Euler discretized
dynamics of a three-phase squirrel-cage induction motor i.e., (2.29)-(2.33) in, rotor flux
aligned, d-q frame. The discretized dynamcis are given by the following structure [25,94]:



















































































































(1− Tm)φd(k) iq(k)− T cωm(k)
(1− Ta)φd(k) + aM T id(k)





























The state vector is denoted by x(k) ∈ R5, u(k) ∈ R2 is the control input and f(.) :
R5 → R5 is a locally lipschitz nonlinear function vector. The time index is denoted
by k ∈ N. In the system dynamics, ωm(k) and ρ(k) are the rotor mechanical angular
speed and the rotor flux angle respectively. φd(k) denotes the rotor flux magnitude
and id(k), iq(k), ud(k) and uq(k) are the stator currents and the control voltages along
d-axis and q-axis of the rotating frames respectively. p and T denotes the number of
pole pairs and the sampling period of the model. All the state variables and the control
inputs are assumed to be bounded with their maximum values be xmax(k) and umax(k)

























where Rr is the rotor resistance, Rs is the stator resistance, Lr is the rotor self-
inductance, Ls is the stator self-inductance and M is the mutual inductance of the
motor. fv and J represent the viscous coulomb friction and the load inertia. Moreover,
it is assumed that the machine is symmetric and all the resistances and self-inductances
are equal among all the three phases.
It is assumed that the system dynamics (4.1) also satisfies the following assumption
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∀ k ∈ N.
Assumption 1 For the reference output trajectory yref (k), for the given system (4.1),
there exists a bounded controller; uref (k) ∀ k ∈ N such that the desired state space tra-
jectory, xref (k) ∈ R5, is the solution of the following dynamics:










is a constant matrix of appropriate dimension.
Assumption 2 The load torque on the machine in zero and all the parameters of the
machine are constant and known.
Before presenting the main results, we recall the following Lemmas.
Lemma 4.1 [95] A linear discrete time system of the form,
z(k + 1) = Uz(k) + V v(k). (4.2)
where z(k) ∈ Rn is the state vector, v(k) ∈ Rm is the control input, k ∈ N is the time
index and U , V are the system matrices of appropriate dimensions. The system (4.2)
is stable if and only if there exists a positive definite matrix P ∈ Rn×n such that,
U ′PU − P < 0. (4.3)
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z1(k + 1, l)
















+ V u(k, l), (4.4)
where U , V are some real matrices of appropriate dimensions, z1(k, l) ∈ R
p and z2(k, l) ∈
Rq are the state dynamics along k and l axis respectively, are stable if there exists ma-
trices W1 ∈ R
n×n, W2 ∈ R
m×m, W = diag(W1,W2) and Q symmetric positive definite
matrices such that
U ′WU −W = −Q. (4.5)
4.2.2 Controller Design
In this section, we present an inter-sample iterative control algorithm for the rotor
speed control of an induction motor. The control objective is to force ωm(k) to track a
certain reference ωrefm (k) with better convergence rate and overshoot. For simplicity, the
rotor flux, φd(k), is controlled by a feedforward compensator to track its corresponding
reference, φrefd (k), as explained in section 3.2.1. The overall idea is to update the control
law at a higher rate than the sampling period, T , of the system. The control input is
calculated using an iterative process which modifies the control input, N times, before
sending it to the actuator. After each iteration, the calculated control input is applied
to the system model to calculate a virtual output error. This virtual output error is used
to modify the control input again in the next iteration and so on. This iterative process
is repeated for N times, and the final control input is sent to the actuator, as shown in
Figure 4.1. The implementation structure of the proposed techniques is similar to that
of the basic FOC scheme, see Figure 4.2, which uses cascaded control loops.
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Let us represent the system (4.1) with two discrete indices:





y(k, i) = C x(k, i) (4.6)
where k ∈ N is the time index and i ∈ {1, 2, 3 · · ·N} is the iteration index between k
and k + 1. The overall proposed scheme is depicted in Figure 4.2.
Speed Control
Before presenting the proposed control law, let’s assume the machine is operating in
current command mode. Rewriting the dynamics of ωm(k), with respect to time and
iteration index i.e., k and i as,
ωm(k + 1, i) = (1− Ts c)ωm(k, i) + Tsmφd iq(k, i), (4.7)
where Ts is the sampling time of the speed loop. From assumption 1, we can write the
desired dynamics for ωrefd (k) as,
ωrefm (k + 1) = (1− Ts c)ω
ref
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Figure 4.1: Control Law update
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Figure 4.2: Proposed ISILC Scheme
The solution of (4.8) is the desired trajectory of the rotor speed which we also call as the
reference trajectory for the system. It can be a constant or time-varying. The proposed
iterative control input for (4.7) is:
iq(k, i+ 1) = iq(k, i) + k1eω(k, i) (4.9)
where,
eω(k, i) = ωm(k, i)− ω
ref
m (k). (4.10)
The dynamics of the error, eω(k + 1, i) will be
eω(k + 1, i) = ωm(k + 1, i)− ω
ref
m (k + 1). (4.11)
From (4.7) and (4.8):

























eω(k + 1, i) = (1− Ts c)eω(k, i) + Tsmφ
ref
d δiq(k, i), (4.12)
where δiq(k, i) = iq(k, i)− i
ref
q (k). Subtracting i
ref
q (k) from both sides of (4.9) yields:
δiq(k, i+ 1) = δiq(k, i) + k1eω(k, i). (4.13)



































The convergence of errors i.e. δiq(k, i) → 0 and eω → 0 will depend on the value of
k1 ∈ R which can be selected according to the following criteria.
Proposition 4.1 The errors δiq(k, i) → 0 and eω → 0 as i → ∞ and k → ∞ of 2-D
discrete-time system (4.14) if and only if for the given positive constant k1 ∈ R, there
exists a positive definite matrix P = diag(p1, p2) ∈ R
2×2 such that,
















Proof. Using Lemma 4.1 on (4.14), will give the condition, (4.15), of the proposition.
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Remark 3 The control law (4.9) successfully ensures the convergence of ωm(k) to
ωrefm (k). However, the system experiences a large overshoot. To eliminate the over-
shoot, we introduce a forgetting factor α where 0 < α < 1. The system performs at its
best when α is close to 1. The final control law for the speed loop with a forgetting factor
is proposed as
iq(k, i+ 1) = α iq(k, i) + k1eω(k, i). (4.16)















The iq(k) will converge to i
ref
q which is fed as a reference to the q − axis current loop
control.
Current Loops
The purpose of the current loop control is to ensure that the true iq(k) and id(k) of the
machine converges to irefq (k) and i
ref
d (k) generated by the outer flux and speed loops.
Considering system (4.6), we propose the control law for the inner current loops as,
u(k, i+ 1) = u(k, i) +K2 edq(k, i) (4.17)
where,
edq(k, i) = y(k, i)− y



















The control input is u(k, i) = [ud(k, i) uq(k, i)]
′ and the output is y = [id(k, i) iq(k, i)]
′.
The control law (4.17) ensures the convergence of the id(k) and iq(k) to their respective
references i.e. irefd (k) and i
ref
q (k). The simulation results are discussed in the next
section.
Remark 4 In practical applications often the sensing and actuation rate depends on
the hardware devices independent from the processor on which the control algorithm
is running. In that case, the 2D iterative control utilizes the maximum capacity of
processing power available to improve the overall performance.
4.2.3 Numerical Simulations
To investigate the performance of the ISILC algorithm, the system (4.1) is simulated
in MATLAB/Simulink using the user-defined Fcn block. We used Fixed Step discrete
solver with the time step of 10−4 in the simulation settings. The sampling time, T , of the
model is taken as 10−4s. The machine parameters used are presented in Table 3.1. The
speed and flux references are taken as, Ω∗ = 500 and φr∗d = 0.261. By fixing the discrete
step size of the simulation we are ensuring that the control algorithm interacts with
the system model only at 10−4s. However, between to samples the control law iterates
multiple times to improve the control input thus operating at a higher frequency than
the system. The parameters of the ISILC are tuned by trial and error and satisfying
the Proposition 4.1, to get the best response as:
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No = 22, Ni = 1
(4.20)
where No is the number of outer loop iterations i.e., speed loop iterations and Ni is
the number of current loop iterations. The speed loop gains, (4.20), for the control law













The maximum number of iterations which can be executed between two time-sample
depends on the operating clock frequency of the microcontroller on this control law will
execute. The embedded processor which we are using for the real-time experiment is
TMS320F28035 which operates at 60MHz and has a cycle time of 16.67ns. The time
required to perform one iteration can be calculated by the following relation [97],
Ti = Nc × Tc (4.21)
where Ti is the time required for one iteration, Nc is the number of clock cycles required
to execute the control law, and Tc is the cycle time of the processor which in our
case is 16.67ns. The control laws (4.16) and (4.17) has three arithmetic operations:
one multiplication, one addition and one assignment. Multiplication requires two clock
cycles to execute and both addition and assignment requires one clock cycle each. The
ISILC control law requires 4 clocks cycles to perform one iteration. According to (4.21),
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Figure 4.3: Rotor speed trajectory under ISILC control
the time required to perform one iteration is 66.68ns. TMS320F28035 can carry out
maximum 900 iterations between two 10KHz time-samples.
Figure 4.3 shows the trajectory of the rotor speed. The settling time of the rotor
speed trajectory is 268ms when the Ω enters the 1% bound of Ω∗. The settling time of
the ISILC algorithm is 57.2% less than that of the conventional algorithm. No overshoot
or steady state error is observed. Figure 4.4 shows the trajectory of φrd. The settling
time of the flux is 34ms with 10% overshoot. The settling time for the flux is 63%
better that its conventional counterpart however it possess larger overshoot. No steady
Figure 4.4: Rotor flux trajectory under ILC control
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Figure 4.5: d-axis stator current under ILC control






















Figure 4.6: q-axis stator current under ISILC control
state error is observed in the flux as well. The control laws (4.16) and (4.17) ensures
the convergence of Ω and φrd to their respective references.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 shows response of the inner current loops of the system i.e.,
isd and i
s





respectively. The 2−D control law (4.17), compensates for the system
nonlinearities and forces the true direct and quadrature currents of the machine to track
their respective references. In Figure 4.6, it can be seen that the starting current for
the ISILC is higher than the conventional scheme. It is because the settling time of
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the ISILC is smaller than the conventional, so the proposed requires higher amount of
starting current to push the rotor speed to its reference in a short period of time. On the
other hands, the steady state value for the ISILC is smaller than the conventional. It is
because the the ISILC does not use an integrator to eliminate the steady-state error, like
the conventional scheme. The integrator raises the steady-state of the control input to
eliminate the steady-state error. Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show the generated control voltages
by the 2−D control scheme in the rotating d−q frame. The control voltages are within
the physical limits of the machine, bounded and free from chattering. The initial vsd for
the ISILC is lower than its conventional counter part. However, the transient vsq for the























Figure 4.7: d-axis stator input voltages under ISILC control


























Figure 4.8: q-axis stator input voltages under ISILC control
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ISILC is higher. On the other hand, the steady-state value of q-axis control voltage is
lower than the conventional scheme because the ISILC doesn’t use the integrator.
The sampling time of the system is taken 10−4s and the speed control law, (4.16),
is updated for 21 times using the system dynamics before sending the final signal to
the actuator. Similarly, the sampling rate of the current and voltages sensors are also
10KHzs. Since we are updating the control law multiple times between two-time sam-
ples, therefore the control law is executed at a higher rate than the sampling time of
the system. In our case, the execution rate of the control law is 210KHz because we are
updating the control input 21 times between two consecutive time samples. This scheme
is particularly useful for those applications where there are physical constraints on the
actuation and sensing rate of the devices. In our particular case, the actuation signal is
the PWM signal operating the silicon-based power devices. The frequency of the PWM
is limited by the maximum switching frequency of the IGBTs or MOSFETs. Similarly,
for the case for sensing, it is a common practice to synchronize the ADC sampling of the
current with the PWM signal to reduce the switching noise in the sensing. However, the
control algorithms are implemented at microcontrollers and microprocessors capable of
executing a task at a rate in the order of 10−6.In our particle case, given that both PWN
and ADC are operating at 10KHz, i.e., the sampling time of the system, the control law
is being executed at 210 KHz. In this way, we are using the excessive computational
power available to improve the response of the system.
Figure 4.9 shows the response of the system at different number of iterations per
sample. It can be seen that as we decrease the number of iterations for a given value
of k1, the rise time of the system decrease resulting in the fast response. However, the
system experiences an overshoot and undershoot resulting in a higher settling time. On
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the other hand, if we increase the iterations per sample, the overshoot and undershoot
are eliminated but settling time of the system also increase. The iteration value is
selected by trial and error to get the best response.























Figure 4.9: Rotor speed with different number of iterations
External Disturbance
The load torque, Tl, is modelled as an external disturbance to the system. The external
perturbation is simulated for a medium speed range operation. Once the machine
Figure 4.10: Rotor speed on external disturbance
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reached its reference speed i.e., 500 RPM, at t = 3s a load torque of 500 mN.m is
applied on the machine. Figure 4.10 shows the response of the ISILC algorithm under
the influence of an external disturbance. The rotor speed drops to 436 RPM resulting in
a steady state error of 12.8%. The control scheme lacks the mechanism to compensate
the external disturbances to the system. The robustness to the external uncertainties
can be investigated in future.
Internal Disturbance
The robustness of the ISILC is also investigated for the internal model uncertainties.
The system is simulated with the same set of gains for the parameter variation of the
rotor resistance, i.e., Rr. The value of Rr was perturbed to 100% of this base value.
Figure 4.11 shows the trajectory of the rotor speed on the variation of the parameter.
The overall system remains stable, and no steady state error was observed. However,
the response shows an overshoots of 36.8% and 48% on 50% and 100% variation. The
settling time was also increased to 1.5s and 2.1s respective. The ISILC experiences
























Figure 4.11: Rotor speed on internal parameter variation
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34.6% and 43.6% larger overshoots, but the deterioration of the settling time is 23.4%
and 22% lesser the conventional one.
4.2.4 Experimental Results
The ISILC was implemented in real-time using the experimental setup explained in
section 3.2.5. The algorithm was coded in C-language using the Code Composer Studio
and the digital motor control (DMC) library provided by TI. The DMC uses a specialized
IQ math format for floating point calculations. The overall implementation scheme is
depicted in figure 4.2. The reference speed was chosen as 600rpm and the φr∗d = 0.261
Wb. The ISILC gains where chosen by trial and error and satisfying the Proposition
4.1, to get the best response, as:












No = 15, Ni = 1.
(4.22)













The gains where chosen to achieve the best performance of the system. Figure 4.12
Table 4.1: Performance comparison of control schemes
Parameters Conventional ISILC Improvement
Settling time 657ms 319ms +51.4%
Overshoot 1.16% zero +100%
Steady state error negligible negligible -
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Figure 4.12: Real-time trajectory of rotor speed under ISILC
shows the response of the rotor speed. The settling time of the proposed scheme is
319ms when the rotor speed enters the 1% bound of the reference and stays inside.
The scheme converges faster than the PI control which takes 657ms resulting in 51.4%
improvement in the settling time. The PI control also experiences an overshoot of 1.16%
while no overshoot is observed for the proposed scheme. The scheme converges directly
in the neighborhood of the reference. The results of the performance parameters are
summarized in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.13 and 4.14 shows the real-time trajectory of the d-axis and q-axis currents











































Figure 4.13: Real-time trajectory of d-axis current under (a) ISILC and (b) Conventional
scheme
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Figure 4.14: Real-time trajectory of q-axis current under (a) ISILC and (b) Conventional
scheme

























Figure 4.15: Real-time d-axis control voltage under ISILC
of the machine. The inner loops the ISILC make the currents converge to their respective
references without any noticeable chattering. Moreover, the currents are bounded and
within the physical limits of the machine.
Figure 4.15 and 4.16 shows the real-time trajectory of the control inputs generated
by the algorithm. A hard saturation of 187V was imposed on the q-axis voltage to
prevent any damage to the system.
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Figure 4.16: Real-time q-axis control voltage under ISILC
4.3 Active Disturbance Rejection Control
In this section, we present the ADRC technique for robust speed control of the Induc-
tion motor. The ADRC can be considered as an advanced form of feedback linearization
(FL) technique which compensates the nonlinearities of the model actively through as
an Extended State Observer (ESO). Unlike the FL, which requires precise information
about the structure of nonlinearities and the parameters of the system. Even a small
about of uncertainty in the structure or the system parameter would result in deterio-
rated performance of FL. In the next subsection, we will discuss the theory of ADRC
followed by the application on Induction motor control and the numerical simulation
results.
4.3.1 Theory
The ADRC was proposed by Han in the year 1995 to deal with the plants having a large
amount of uncertainties both in dynamics and external disturbances [56]. Initially, the
technique proposed by Han was nonlinear and contained discontinuous terms. It was
further simplified by Gao to linear ADRC (LADRC) using a linear ESO (ESO) [84]
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making it extremely simple and practical. LADRC achieves asymptotic tracking for the
case when the plant dynamics are accurately known, and for the case of largely unknown
plant the tracking error is bounded, and its upper bound monotonously decreases with
the controller and observer bandwidths [85].
Consider a general nonlinear and time-varying system with single input u and single
output y as:
y(n)(t) = f(y(n−1)(t), · · · , y(t), w(t)) + bu(t). (4.23)
where b is the given constant and w is the external disturbance. The function f(.)
represents the nonlinear and time-varying dynamics that are unknown. Only the order
n and b are known for this case. The ADRC technique is centered around the estimation
and compensation of f(.) actively. Assuming f is differentiable and let h = ḟ , (4.23)








where x = [x1, x2, · · · , z] ∈ R
n+1 is the states, u ∈ R is the control input and y ∈ R is
the system output. Any state observer of (4.24) will estimate the derivative of y and
f . Because z = f is the now the state of the system. Such observers are known as
Extended state Observers (ESO). For an unknown f , the LESO for the system (4.24)
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is of the form [98,99],
˙̂x1 = x̂2 + l1(x1 − x̂1)
...
˙̂xn−1 = x̂n + ln−1(x1 − x̂1)
˙̂xn = ẑ + ln(x1 − x̂1) + bu
˙̂z = ln+1(x1 − x̂1)
(4.25)
where lj , j = 1, 2, · · · , n + 1 are the observer gains to be chosen. We consider a case
where the gains are chosen as
[l1, l2, · · · , ln+1] = [γβ1, γ
2β2, · · · , γ
n+1βn+1] (4.26)
with γ > 0. Here βj , j = 1, 2, · · · , n+1 needs to be selected such that the characteristic
polynomial
λ(s) = sn+1 + β1s
n + · · ·+ βns+ βn+1 (4.27)
is Hurwitz. The observer error can be defined as ηj = xj − x̂j , j = 1, 2, · · · , n+1. Using
(4.24) and (4.25), the error dynamics of the LESO can be written as
η̇1 = η2 − γβ1η1
...
η̇n−1 = ηn − γ
n−1βn−1η1
η̇n = ηz − γ
nβnη1






























−β1 1 0 · · · 0






−βn 0 · · · 0 1
























































The matrix A is Hurwitz if βj are chosen according to the above mentioned criteria.
The stability of (4.29) implies the convergence of f̂ → f . The following theorem was
proposed by [85] on the boundedness of ηj .




), j = 1, 2, · · · , n, z, ∀t ≥ T > 0 with γ, k > 0
Proof. The proof is given in [85].
The Theorem 4.1 states that the ηj will converge to a ball, centered around the origin,
with a radius proportional to 1
γk
where γ is the observer bandwidth. So we can conclude,
the higher observer bandwidth will result in better convergence of the LESO.
The control objective here is to make the output of the system (4.23) follow a
given and bounded reference yr, and its derivative ẏr, ÿr, · · · , y
(n)
r are also bounded.
Employing the LESO (4.25) to the system (4.24), the ADRC control law is given as
u =
k1(yr − x̂1) + k2(ẏr − x̂2) + · · ·+ kn(y
(n−1)






where kj , j = 1, 2, · · · , n are the controller gain parameters selected such that the char-
acteristic polynomial
∆(λ) = λn + knλ
n−1 + · · ·+ k1
is Hurwitz. The closed loop dynamics of the system will become
yn(t) = (f − ẑ) + k1(yr − x̂1) + k2(ẏr − x̂2) + · · ·+ kn(y
(n−1)
r − x̂n) + y
(n)
r . (4.31)
From (4.31) it can be seen that a properly designed LESO will eliminate the the first
time in the RHS and the rest of the terms constitute a generalized PD control structure
with a feedforward term. It has been shown in [85] that with the ADRC control law
(4.30) and LESO (4.25) the closed loop system is stable. Furthermore the tracking error
is bounded and converges to the ball centered at the origin.
4.3.2 Controller Design
For the ADRC control design, we need to represent the system in the extended state
space form of n+ 1 order where n is order of the original system. The additional state
variable represents the total disturbance of the system consisting both intrinsic and ex-
trinsic uncertainties and nonlinearities. The second step is to design a LESO to estimate
the extended state. Finally a control is determined which consists of two components,
first compensates for the total disturbance of the system, and second assigns the desired
behaviour. Before presenting the control design, we assume the following set assump-
tions to be true for the given system:
Assumptions:
• The rotor speed, Ω, and rotor flux, φrd of the machine are accurately measurable.
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• The references Ω∗ and φr∗d are bounded.
For the Flux control, we used feedforward compensation with PI inner loop as ex-
plained in section 3.2.1. The ADRC is used for the speed loop dynamics, (2.29) and











= −γ isq − b pΩφ
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q + ξ (4.33)
where Tl and ξ are the external disturbances to the dynamics. For the extended state
representation, we define the variables x1 = Ω and x2 = Ω̇. The speed dynamics can be
rewritten in terms of x1 and x2 as:
ẋ1 = x2 (4.34)




− γ isq − b p x1 φ
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d, u = v
s
q .
It can be seen that the function f contains all the nonlinearities and external distur-
bances of the system. This f is considered as total disturbance of the system and will be
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estimated and compensated. It is worthy to note that, both the external uncertainties
i.e., Tl and ξ are consolidated in the total disturbance. The function f is also differen-
tiable over the domain expect φrd = 0. Finally, defining a new state variable x3 = f , the
extended state space model of the rotor speed dynamics of the machine are
ẋ1 = x2
ẋ2 = x3 + bu,
ẋ3 = h,
(4.37)
where h = ḟ . According to ADRC, we need to design an LESO to estimate the total
disturbance i.e., x3. The following LESO is presented for the estimation:
˙̂x1 = x̂2 + l1(x1 − x̂1)
˙̂x2 = x̂3 + l2(x1 − x̂1) + bu
˙̂x3 = l3(x1 − x̂1)
(4.38)
where x̂1, x̂2 and x̂3 are the estimated states of the system (4.37) and lj , j = 1, 2, 3 are
the observer gains. Considering the observer gains as;
[l1, l2, l3] = [γβ1, γ
2β2, γ
3β3].
With γ > 0 is the observer bandwidth, we need to choose βj , j = 1, 2, 3 such that the
characteristic polynomial
∆(λ) = λ3 + β1λ
2 + β2λ+ β3 (4.39)
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is Hurwitz. With appropriate selection of the observer gains the x̂3 → x3 i.e., x̂3 → f .
An appropriately designed LESO will give the estimation of the total disturbance of the
system. Assuming Ω∗ be the reference and using the estimation of the total disturbance,






∗ − x̂1) + k2(Ω̇




where k1 and k2 are the controller gain parameters chosen such that the characteristic
polynomial
∆(λ) = λ2 + k1λ+ k2 (4.41)
is Hurwitz. The control law (4.40) makes the rotor speed, Ω, converge to Ω∗. Moreover,
according to [85] the tracking errors are bounded.
Remark 5 Note that, both LESO and ADRC control, (4.38) and (4.40), are linear and
does not depend on the nonlinear structure of the original system. This characteris-
tic suggests the robustness of the control technique toward unmodeled dynamics of the
system.
4.3.3 Numerical Simulations
To investigate the performance of the ADRC technique, the system (2.29)−(2.33) is
simulated in MATLAB/Simulink using the user-defined S-Function. We used Fixed Step
solver with the time step of 10−5 in the simulation settings. The machine parameters
of Table 3.1 are used. The speed and flux references are taken as, Ω∗ = 500 and
φr∗d = 0.261. The parameters of the LESO and ADRC control law are selected by trial
and error, and satisfying the hurwitz condition of (4.39) and (4.41), to get the best
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Figure 4.17: Rotor speed trajectory under ADRC control
response as:
γ = 1000, β1 = β2 = 3, β3 = 1,
k1 = 150000, k2 = 17000.
(4.42)
The roots of the characteristic polynomial (4.39) for the chosen values of βj , j =
1, 2, 3 are places at −1. For the chosen set of parameters, the poles of the LESO
are placed at −1000. The chosen values of k1 and k2 satisfies the condition on the
characteristic polynomial (4.41). The roots of the controller are placed at −150000 and
−0.1133. The gains of the LESO and ADRC are chosen by trail and error to get the
best response of the system. Here it should be noted that the ADRC requires high gains
for a good performance.
Figure 4.17 shows the trajectory of the rotor speed in comparison with other control
techniques investigated in this work. No overshoot and steady state errors are observed
in the response. The settling time of the speed is 579ms which is 8% better than that
of Conventional technique. On the other hand, the response is 216% greater than that
of ISILC respectively. Figure 4.18 shows the response of the flux loop. φrd settles in
91ms. An overshoot of 3.3% is also observed. We kept the flux loop control same as
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the conventional one for simplicity.
Figure 4.19 shows the trajectory of the d − q stator current. The q-axis current
controls the speed of the machine is bounded and free from chattering. However, a large
initial current can be seen at the q-axis. The speed loop in ADRC scheme is a signal
loop technique unlike the conventional scheme which uses a cascaded loop structure. In
ADRC we do not need the measurement of the current, however the measurement of
control voltage is required by the LESO to estimate the total disturbance of the system.
Figure 4.20 shows the d − q axis control voltages generated by the scheme. It can be
noted that the ADRC generated a large amount of control input during transient state
which is well beyond the physical limits of the machine. It is due to the high values of
k1 and k2 needed to eliminate the steady state error, as explained in section 4.3.1. The
high value of the control input i.e., 1300V exceeds the maximum input voltage, 220V .
To take care of this problem, we proposed a modification in gain selection to a give
soft-start to the algorithm.

















Figure 4.18: Rotor flux trajectory under ADRC control
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Figure 4.19: d-q axis stator current under ADRC control













Figure 4.20: d-qaxis stator voltage under ADRC control
Soft-start Scheme
To eliminate the issue of high control input during the transient state we propose the













αjt, if kj(t) < α
max
j




where j = 1, 2, αj is some positive constant and α
max
j is the minimum value of the gain
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required to eliminate the steady state error. The soft-start gain parameters are selected
by trial and error, satisfying the hurwitz condition for s+ αjt and s+ α
max
j , to get the
best response as:
α1 = 2600000, α
max
1 = 260000,




Figure 4.21 shows the k1(t) and k2(t). It can be noted that the gains have a lower
value during the transient state. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the new isq and vq re-
spectively generated by the control law (4.30) with control gains selected as 4.43. The











Figure 4.21: Proposed time-varying structure of ADRC controller gains



















Figure 4.22: q-axis stator with Soft-Start technique
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proposed soft-start scheme effectively suppressed the initial voltage spike. Figure 4.24
shows the new system response. Moreover, the settling time of the system is also im-
proved to 497ms from 579ms.
External Disturbance
The load torque, Tl, is modelled as an external disturbance to the system. The external
perturbation is simulated for a medium speed range operation. Once the machine
reached its reference speed i.e., 500 RPM, at t = 3s a load torque of 500 mN.m is applied
on the machine. Figure 4.25 shows the response of the ADRC scheme in comparison
with other techniques presented in this thesis. The rotor speed drops to 467 RPM, and
recovers to the reference value in 73ms. The recovery time is 98% less than the that
of the conventional scheme. The ADRC scheme shows a strong performance against
external disturbance.























Figure 4.23: q-axis stator voltage under Soft-start ADRC
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Figure 4.24: Rotor speed under Soft-start ADRC
Figure 4.25: Rotor speed with external disturbance
Internal Disturbance
The robustness of the ADRC is also investigated for the internal model uncertainties.
The system is simulated with the same set of gains for the parameter variation of rotor
resistance, i.e., Rr. The value of Rr were perturbed upto 100% of the base value.
Figure 4.26 shows the trajectory of the rotor speed when the mentioned parameter was
changed. The overall system remains stable, and performance remained almost the
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Figure 4.26: Rotor speed with internal disturbance
same. The settling time changed from 579ms to 507ms and 512ms on 50% and 100%
variation. Resulting in the mere change of 12% and 11.5% respectively. The percentage
change is low as compared to the conventional and ISILC scheme. This shows the
superior performance of ADRC in terms of robustness against external and internal
uncertainties.
4.4 Summary
This chapter consists the main contribution of this thesis. We proposed an Inter-sample
Iterative control scheme, which is a 2−D control scheme based on an iterative process
between two-time samples. It is modified version of the conventional ILC which is
used for the repetitive processes. We have shown the effectiveness of this technique
through numerical simulations and the experimental results. The rotor speed of the
machine converges to the provided reference in a considerable short period as compared
to the Conventional technique. However, the technique does not perform well against
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external and internal disturbances. The second technique which we presented is Active
Disturbance Rejection Control. It is a robust, linear and based on active linearization of
the system. The technique is based on the Extended state Observer is extremely robust
against exogenous and endogenous disturbances. The control law and the observer do
not need precise information about the parameters and dynamics of the system. The
original ADRC scheme requires high controller gains to remove the steady-state error,
but high gains generate large control input during the initial transient state when the
error is large. We proposed a soft-start scheme to resolve the issue. As a result, the
performance of the system enhances while keeping the robustness properties intact.
However, the settling time of the ADRC is higher than that of the ISILC.
In conclusion, we can remark that the ISILC is better regarding convergence and
Table 4.2: Performance comparison of different control techniques in simulation
Disturbance Parameter Conventional ISILC ADRC
No Disturbance
Settling time 630ms 268ms 579ms
Overshoot No No No
Steady State Error No No No
Ext. Disturbance
Settling time 4.4s 243ms 73ms
Overshoot No No No
Steady State Error No 12.8% No
Int. Disturbance
Settling time 2.7s 2.1s 512ms
Overshoot 4.4% 48% No
Steady State Error No No No
Table 4.3: Performance comparison of different control techniques in real-time
Type Parameter Conventional ISILC
Experimetal
Settling time 657ms 319ms
Overshoot 1.16% No
Steady State Error No No
Simulation
Settling time 630ms 268ms
Overshoot No No
Steady State Error No No
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ADRC is more robust against endogenous and exogenous disturbances.The results of
the control schemes are compared in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Both schemes can be mixed to







In this chapter, we are solving the traction control problem for the class of Electric
Vehicles (EVs) that use induction motor for propulsion. Usage of Induction motor for
such application is a very recent development. Previously, DC motors and Permanent
magnet synchronous motors were used. There are two main contributions of this work:
1) We have considered the nonlinear dynamics of the actuator, i.e. induction motor,
in control design which is ignored in the previous studies, 2) We have considered un-
certainties in the parameters of the vehicle and friction coefficient simultaneously. We
propose the Linear Active Disturbance Rejection Control (LADRC) for the slip-ratio
tracking under the stated conditions.
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5.2 Background
In recent times, EVs are gaining much attention because they emit zero emissions during
operation. Moreover, with a charging station powered from renewable sources can be
a promising and a viable solution to many environmental problems. Technological
advancements in electric propulsion and battery management systems offered numerous
advantages over the internal combustion engine (ICE), and this advancement paved the
way for the market growth of this technology. Similar to the ICE based vehicles, safety
and stability are the essential factors for EVs. Thus, the active safety technologies like
anti-lock braking system (ABS), traction control (TC) and yaw stabilization also have
to be studied and implemented in EVs. Since EVs use an electric motor instead of
ICE for propulsion, therefore the dynamics and control of both the vehicles are much
different [100]. In this work, we are studying the TC problem for the class of EVs which
use the induction motor as a primary actuator for propulsion. TC, by definition, is
a system that prevents the skidding of wheels during driving to achieve the optimal
tractive force during acceleration, braking and take-off to maintain the longitudinal
stability of the vehicle [101].
The traction control for ICE based vehicles is achieved by adjusting the engine out-
put torque, using throttle position or ignition timing, and regulating the braking torque
acting on the driving wheels using friction brakes as an actuator. On the other hand,
the TC for the EVs can be achieved by only adjusting the motor current. As a result,
the response time for the actuator is much faster and efficient than its counterpart. The
external friction brakes can also be eliminated in EVs making the implementation much
simpler. Current studies on the traction control are focused on the wheel slip-ratio
control. The slip-ratio (λ) controls the tractive force of the vehicle and has a nonlinear
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relation with the friction coefficient. PID, fuzzy logic, sliding mode and optimal control
schemes has been proposed for ICE based vehicles [102–107]. An optimal TC algo-
rithm based on feedback linearization was presented in [108] to maintain the maximum
tractive force between the tyre and the road surface. However, the algorithm requires
precise information about the parameters of the system. Inherently, the parameters of
an EV are uncertain and time-varying. For instance, the mass of the car will depend
on the number of passengers and the amount of fuel present in the tank. These pa-
rameters can also change on the go. Similarly, the relation between the tractive force
and the wheel slip ratio is nonlinear and uncertain due to uncertain road conditions.
To address this uncertain nature of the model, adaptive control schemes were proposed
in the literature. A tractive force estimation algorithm based on gradient descent was
presented in [109] to online update µ − λ curve. Another estimation based algorithm
for adhesive coefficient based on the real-time sensory data was proposed in [110]. A
super-twisting sliding mode controller (STA-SMC) was proposed by [111] with nonlin-
ear tractive force observer. A model predictive control based strategy was presented
in [112] without considering the model uncertainties. For more references and details
on different implementation architectures of traction control for electric vehicles, the
reader is referred to the survey paper [101].
We are proposing LADRC for the said application. LADRC is a robust control
algorithm that does not requires precise information of the system. Unlike [111], the
control law we propose is continuous and does not need the exact information about the
parameters of the vehicle. The STA-SMC is effective against the model uncertainties.
However, the control input generated by the algorithm, for this application, posses




Figure 5.1: Tractive force between tyre and road surface
of the machine which will increase the losses and reduces the machine life. Studies
have proposed algorithms to handle the uncertainties in road conditions [22, 109] but
neglected the uncertainties of the vehicle model. In this work, we have considered
uncertainties in both: vehicle parameters and the road conditions.
5.3 Traction Control
Traction control is an active vehicle safety feature designed to help vehicles make effec-
tive use of all the traction available on the road when accelerating or decelerating on
low-friction road surfaces. When a vehicle without traction control attempts to acceler-
ate/decelerate on a slippery surface like ice, snow, or wet asphalt, the wheels are liable
to slip. The result of wheel slip is that the tires spin quickly on the surface of the road
without gaining any actual grip, so the vehicle does not accelerate/decelerate. Traction
control activates when it senses that the wheels may slip, helping drivers make the most
of the traction that is available on the road surface. However, it is important to note
that traction control cannot create traction where there is none. On a truly frictionless
surface (e.g., ice), vehicles with traction control would perform just as poorly as vehicles
without it.
The vehicle moves on the surface of the road due to a tractive force, Ft exerted by
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Figure 5.2: µ− λ curve for adhesive coefficient
the tyre on the road, shown in figure 5.1. This tractive force, or traction, depends on the
surface conditions. The maximum available traction is different for different surfaces.
For instance, a dry asphalt road provides higher traction than a wet asphalt or a snow-
field. This means that the value for the maximum achievable acceleration/deceleration
will be higher for the dry asphalt than the others. If the engine/electic motor exerts
a higher tractive force than the maximum tractive force available at the surface, the
wheels will slip and thus affect the stability of the vehicle. Experimental studies have
shown that the tractive force of vehicle can be represented as [113]
Ft = µ(λ)mg, (5.1)
where m is the mass of the vehicle and g is the gravitational acceleration. The µ(λ) is
the adhesive coefficient with represents the adhesion of the vehicle type to the road. It
is a nonlinear function of the wheel slip-ratio, λ, of the wheel. Figure 5.2 shows µ − λ







where µp is the point of maximum adhesion between the tyre and the road corresponding
to the slip-ratio λp. The µs is the sliding value of coefficient. It the point when the
wheel of the vehicle actually starts slipping on the road. Section OA of the plot 5.2
represents the difference between the wheel and the vehicle velocity which occurs due
to the elasticity of the tyre and not the actually slipping. The actual slipping of the




where ωw and ωv are the radial angular velocities of the wheel and the vehicle.
The objective of the traction control of the vehicle is to maintain the λ of the vehicle
to λp, the point of maximum adhesion, during hard acceleration/deceleration of the
vehicle by regulating the input torque to the wheel or friction brakes.
5.4 Mathematical Model
The control objective of this work is to ensure the convergence of the vehicle’s wheel
slip ratio , λ, to some reference λ∗. In this section, we present the combined uncertain
mathematical model for the wheel slip ratio including the nonlinear dynamics of the
induction motor. The slip ratio model is derived from the vehicle longitudinal dynam-
ics and the dynamics of the induction motor which are presented in the subsequent
subsections.
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5.4.1 Vehicle Longitudinal Dynamics
Suppose an electric vehicle of an uncertain mass m̄ is moving with a linear velocity v and
its front right wheel is rotating at an angular velocity of ωw. The wheel of the vehicle
is applying a tractive force ft on the road for the movement, and approximately known
gravitational acceleration ḡ is acting on the vehicle. Then the uncertain dynamics of the
angular motion of the wheel and the linear motion of the vehicle are described as [111]:
m̄v̇ = µ̄(λ)m̄ḡ − f̄rm̄ḡ − c̄av
2 (5.3)
Jω̇w = τm − rwµ̄(λ)m̄ḡ, (5.4)
where J is the wheel moment of inertia, f̄r and c̄a are the uncertain coefficient of rolling
resistance and aerodynamic drag respectively. τm represents the motor input torque to
the wheel and rw is the wheel radius. The free body diagram of the quarter vehicle
while braking is presented in Figure 5.3. The term f̄rm̄ḡ represents the uncertain
rolling resistance on the tyre [113]. The tyre is considered as a nonrigid body that
can be deformed. The rolling resistance is caused due to asymmetric distribution of
the normal reaction forces acting against the tyre of the vehicle. The pressure in the





Figure 5.3: Vehicle longitudinal dynamics
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reaction force from the center towards the leading half. This shift of normal reaction
force produces a torque on the wheel, the force is represented as frmg. µ̄(λ) is the
uncertain adhesive coefficient which depends on the wheel and the road conditions. A
typical µ − λ curve is shown in Figure 5.2. The curve can be fairly approximated by






where µp is the optimal adhesive coefficient and λp is the optimal slip ratio. We have used
(5.5) in our numerical simulations. The parameters m̄, f̄r, c̄a and µ̄(λ) are considered
as uncertain and bounded.
5.4.2 Current-Fed Induction Motor
The wheel of the vehicle in directly driven by a three-phase induction motor via reduc-
tion gear [101]. Figure 5.4 shows the coupling of the in-wheel motor with the wheel.






where p is the number of pole pairs of the machine, Gr is the reduction gear ratio of the
coupling, Lm is the mutual inductance, Lr is the rotor inductance, φd is the d axis rotor
flux established inside the machine and id, iq are the d and q-axis stator currents which























where ρ is the angle of synchronous rotating frame, and Rr is the rotor resistance. The
torque of the motor depends on both: the input current, and the flux. In order to
control the torque of the machine, we need to control the flux as well as the q axis
current, iq. In this work it is assumed that all the parameters of the motor are constant
and known.
5.4.3 Vehicle Slip-ratio Model
The control objective of this work is to control the slip ratio λ of the vehicle using the





where ωv is the angular velocity of the vehicle.
Remark 6 It can be observed from (5.9) that a free moving wheel, where ωw = ωv, is
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described by λ = 0, whereas a locked wheel can be described by λ = −1 when ωw = 0.
The value of λ ranges between −1 and 1.
The angular velocity of the vehicle is defined as
v = rwωv. (5.10)



















For simplicity we will consider only 1st quadrant operation of the longitudinal dynamics,
(5.11) and (5.12), where both ωw and ωv are always positive. At lower speed, i.e.
v < 10Kmph, the wheel slip is not of great concern. We will design the slip ratio
control for speed v > 10Kmph where the singularity doesn’t occur.
Deceleration






Differentiating (5.13) with respect to time will yield
λ̇ωv + λω̇v = ω̇w − ω̇v. (5.14)
Substituting (5.11) and (5.12) into (5.14) will give the uncertain slip ratio dynamics of
the vehicle during deceleration. Therefore the complete uncertain slip ratio model of an
EV, while decelerating, including the actuator dynamics is given as










































; k3 = −
c̄arw
m̄








fb(λ, ωw, ωv) is the nonlinear and uncertain part of the model.
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Acceleration





Differentiating (5.18) with respect to time and substituting (5.11) and (5.12) in the
resultant will yield the uncertain slip ratio dynamics of the vehicle for the case of
acceleration. Therefore, (5.16), (5.17) and (5.19) represents the complete slip ratio
model for an accelerating EV with actuator dynamics.






















fa(λ, ωw, ωv) is the nonlinear and uncertain part of the model.
Remark 7 The d and q axis stator currents, id and iq, are the control inputs of the
slip ratio dynamics, (5.15)−(5.17) and (5.19).
Remark 8 The slip ratio dynamics for both deceleration and acceleration, (5.15) and
(5.19), are highly nonlinear and time-varying.




In this section, we present the proposed control scheme under the following assumptions.
Assumptions:
1. The stator currents of the IM are measurable, and all the machine parameters are
known and constant.
2. The reference trajectory for the slip ratio, λ∗, is smooth and bounded.
3. The motor is operated under the base speed for all the time in the constant torque
region.
4. The uncertain parameters of the model (5.15) and (5.19) are bounded.
Under these assumptions, the control problem is to design a robust traction controller
which guarantees the convergence of the slip-ratio, λ, to a reference, λ∗, while maintain-
ing the rotor flux, φd, to its rated value, φ
∗
d. In the subsequent subsections, we present
the details of the flux and slip ratio controller.
5.5.1 Flux Control
The dynamics of the flux of the motor are represented by (5.16). It can be noted that
the dynamics are linear and stable, as
Rr
Lr
> 0. Considering id as the input to the
dynamics, the objective of the flux control is to find an appropriate i∗d that ensures the
convergence of φd to some reference φ
∗
d at steady state. The flux error, eφ, is defined as




and its dynamics as,
ėφ = φ̇d − φ̇
∗
d. (5.21)
Since we need to converge the flux to its constant rated value, therefore φ̇∗d = 0. Sub-













will make the tracking error, eφ, zero at the steady-state. Eq. (5.23) will serve as the
reference for the inner current loop of the d-axis. The inner loop control will make the
true id of the machine converge to its reference, (5.23) to make the flux of the machine
converge to its reference.
5.5.2 Linear Active Disturbance Rejection Control
For the slip ratio control, we propose the LADRC technique for robust tracking of
the reference, λ∗. The LADRC approach is based on the concept of total disturbance
estimation and rejection. The extended state model of n + 1 order, where n is the
order of the system to be controlled, is constructed. The extended state consists the
nonlinear terms depending on the states and the parameters of the system including
external disturbances and internal uncertainties present in the model. This extended
state is termed as total disturbance of the system, and it is estimated through a LESO.
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Unlike the conventional observers, LESO does not require the exact information of the
mathematical model. It provides a robust estimation of the total disturbance of the
system which makes it a powerful tool in the control design. Finally, a control law is
determined which compensates for the total disturbance and assigns the desired behavior
to the system. The complete control scheme is shown in Figure 5.5. We assume the
flux is already established at its rated value, φ∗d, which is a valid assumption because
we assume the EV is already moving. This will transform (5.15) and (5.19) to
λ̇ = fb(λ, ωw, ωv) +
b
ωv
φ∗diq (for deceleration) (5.24)





φ∗diq. (for acceleration) (5.25)
The Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17) will be ignored, since the former is decoupled with (5.24)
and (5.25) and latter is the electrical angle of the synchronous frame which keeps on
increasing as the motor rotates. In the following subsections, we present the LADRC
based design of iq such that λ will converge to λ


















Flux d axis current







Figure 5.5: The LADRC control scheme
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Deceleration
The extended state representation of (5.24) can be written as




ż1 = h1(λ, ωw, ωv)
y = λ,
(5.26)
where z1 = fb(λ, ωw, ωv) is the extended state and is considered as the total disturbance
of the system. h1(λ, ωw, ωv) is the derivative of fb(λ, ωw, ωv) and y is the measurable
output of the system. With iq and y as input and output of the system, the LESO for
(5.26) is given as
˙̂













where λ̂ and ẑ1 are the estimated states of the system (5.26) and l1 and l2 are the
observer gains parameters to be chosen. The observer gains should be selected such
that the characteristic polynomial s2 + l1s + l2 is Hurwitz [85]. For tuning simplicity,
we assume both the observer poles are placed at −α. It results in the characteristic










where α is the observer bandwidth and L = [l1 , l2] = [2α , α
2].
Remark 10 Generally, large observer bandwidth will lead to more accurate estimation.
However, the large bandwidth will also increase the sensitivity to the noise. Therefore,
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a proper observer bandwidth should be selected in a compromise between the tracking
performance and the noise tolerance.
Once the observer is designed and well tuned, it will accurately estimate fb(λ, ωw, ωv)
which can be used to actively linearize (5.26). The LADRC control law for the system













where ẑ1, i.e. f̂b(λ, ωw, ωv), is the estimated total disturbance of the system and γ1(t)













βt, if γ1(t) < γ
max
1




where t ∈ [0,∞[ is the time and β is the parameter chosen such that s+βt is Hurwitz ∀t.
And γmax1 is the maximum gain value assigned such that s+ γ
max
1 , Hurwitz. This time-
varying gain strategy gives a soft start to the algorithm. Generally LADRC requires
high value of gains for the best performance, but high gains exhibit peaking phenomenon
which generates a high control input during the transient state which is not suitable in
practical scenarios. A static γ1 can also be used instead of γ1(t) for the deceleration
case but it becomes necessary during acceleration. Performance comparison between
static and dynamic gain is further discussed in Section 5.6.
The control law (5.29) will yield a closed loop system
λ̇ =
(








Note that with a well designed LESO, the first term in the right hand side of (5.31) will
be negligible and the rest of the terms constitutes a mere proportional controller with a
feedforward gain. The simulation results for the presented control scheme are discussed
in the upcoming section.
Acceleration
For the case of acceleration the system (5.25) can be written in the extended state
representation as






ż2 = h2(λ, ωw, ωv)
y = λ,
(5.32)
where z2 = fa(λ, ωw, ωv) is the extended state and is considered as the total disturbance
of the system. h2(λ, ωw, ωv) is the derivative of fa(λ, ωw, ωv). The LESO for the system
(5.32) is given as
˙̂















where λ̂ and ẑ2 are the estimated states of the system (5.32) and l1 and l2 are the observer
gains parameters to be chosen such that the characteristic polynomial s2 + l1s + l2 is
Hurwitz. Let us consider the case where the gains are chosen as
[l1 l2] = [ωoα1 ω
2
oα2]. (5.34)
where ωo > 0 is the observer bandwidth. Let e
o
1 = λ− λ̂ and e
o
2 = z2− ẑ2 be the observer














Now let ǫ1 = e
o















. The error dynamics,





























The parameters α1 and α2 need to be selected such that A is Hurwitz. In the following
theorem, we will prove that the estimation error of the LESO (5.33) is bounded using
the error dynamics (5.35).
Theorem 5.1 Assuming h2(λ, ωw, ωv) is bounded, there exists a constant σi > 0 and a
finite time T > 0 such that |eoi | ≤ σi, i = 1, 2 ∀t ≥ T > 0 and ω0 > 0, for the system
(5.35).
Proof. The solution of (5.36) is,
















since h2(λ, ωw, ωv) is bounded, that is |h2(λ, ωw, ωv)| < µ, µ is a positive constant. For



















, |(A−1B)i| ≤ ν (5.39)



































































































2(0). According to ǫi =
eoi
ωi−1o





















for all t ≥ T, i = 1, 2. Q.E.D
In summary, it has been proved that the estimation error of LESO (5.33) is bounded
and its upper bounded monotonously decreases with the observer bandwidth as shown
in (5.43).
The control law for the case of acceleration is given as
iq =
ωw










where γ2 is the controller gain. For convergence and stability, s+γ2 should be Hurwitz.
Similar to the case of deceleration, the LESO (5.33) will estimate fa(λ, ωw, ωv) and
the control law (5.45) will online compensate for the uncertainties and nonlinearities of












Note that with a well designed LESO, the first term in the right hand side of (5.46) will
be negligible and the rest of the terms constitutes a mere proportional controller with
a feedforward gain. The control objective is make the output of the plant (5.32) track
a bounded reference λ∗, whose derivative λ̇∗ is also bounded. The tracking error can be
written as,
eλ = λ
∗ − λ. (5.47)


































Substituting (5.49) into (5.48) will yield
ėλ = −γ2eλ + Fe
o, (5.50)
where F = [−γ2,−1] and e
o = [eo1, e
o
2]
′ is the estimation error of the LESO. Is has
been shown in Theorem 5.1 that the estimation errors, eo, is bounded. Therefore, if
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the γ2, the gain of the controller, is chosen positive, then the error dynamics, (5.50),
will be stable and bounded. The controller will not be able to achieve the asymptotic
tracking performance. However, if the gains of the LESO and controller are chosen
large enough, than the steady state error would be negligible thus achieving a practical
stability. The simulation results for the presented control scheme are discussed in the
upcoming section.
Remark 11 Note that, both the LESOs, (5.27) and (5.33), and LADRC control laws,
(5.29) and (5.45), are free from the uncertain and nonlinear terms of the model. It is a
simple and linear strategy which controls a highly nonlinear and uncertain system.
5.6 Numerical Simulations
In this section we present and discuss the numerical simulation results of the presented
technique. The system is simulated in Simulink 2016 using user-defined and s-functions.
The parameters of the vehicle longitudinal dynamics, (5.3) and (5.4), are taken from
[111], and the parameters of a 50KW in-wheel traction induction motor are taken
from [115]. Table 5.1 summarizes all the parameters of the model used for the numerical
simulations.
5.6.1 Deceleration
For the case of deceleration, the initial vehicle velocity, ωv, and the wheel velocity, ωw,
are assumed to be 43 rad/s and 42.05 rad/s respectively with the initial slip ratio, λ, of
−0.023. We assume the EV is moving on a wet asphalt road for which the optimum slip
ratio is −0.1308 [108] which will serve as the reference, λ∗, for the control loop. The
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Table 5.1: Parameters of the model
Mass of the vehicle m 1202 kg
Wheel radius rw 0.32m
Moment of inertia J 1.07kg.m2
Drag coefficient ca 0.4
Rolling friction coefficient fr 0.013
Gravitational acceleration g 9.8m/s
Optimal adhesive coefficient µp 0.8142
Optimal slip ratio λp 0.1308
Gear ratio Gr 9.3
Rotor Resistance Rr 0.04Ω
Rotor Inductance Lr 1.5mH
Mutual Inductance Lm 30mH
Pole pairs p 2
rated flux of 0.9Wb is maintained inside the machine. Using the concept of in-direct
field orientation, the feedforward compensator (5.23) ensures the tracking of φd to φ
∗
d
during deceleration, shown in Figure 5.6b. The LADRC control law (5.29) ensures the
convergence of λ to λ∗, shown in Figure 5.6a. The performance of the LESO, (5.27), is
shown in Figure 5.7. It successfully estimates λ and fb. The values for l1, l2 and γ1(t)
are selected by trial and error, satisfying the hurwitz condition for (5.28) and s+ β, to
get the best response as:
β = 600× 103, γmax2 = 6000, l1 = 2000, l2 = 1000
2.
The settling time of λ is 12ms when the solution enters within the 1% bound of the
reference and stay inside. No overshoot and steady state error is observed.
To test the robustness of the control scheme, the values of m̄, c̄a, f̄r, ḡ, and µ̄p
were reduced by 50%. The results are depicted in Figure 5.8 . The proposed algorithm
effectively estimates the new fb and cancels the nonlinear and uncertain terms of the
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Figure 5.7: (a) Estimation of λ in the case of deceleration (b) Estimation of fb in the
case deceleration





















Figure 5.8: (a) tracking performance of λ on 50% variation of parameters (b) estimation
of fb after parameter variation
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model. The parameter variation does not affect the tracking performance of the closed
loop system. The trajectories of d− q axis stator currents and vehicle and wheel speeds
are shown in Figure 5.9.
5.6.2 Acceleration
For the case of acceleration, the initial vehicle velocity, ωv, and wheel velocity, ωw, are
assumed to be 9.8 rad/h and 10rad/s respectively with the initial slip ratio, λ, of 0.02.
We assume the EV is accelerating on a wet asphalt road for which the optimum slip
ratio is 0.1308 [108] which will serve as the reference, λ∗, for the control loop. Similar
to the case deceleration, the initial value of φd is equal to φ
∗
d, i.e. 0.9Wb. The LESO,
(5.33), and the control law (5.45) are used to control the closed loop dynamics. The
gains are selected by trial and error, satisfying the hurwitz condition for s+β and (5.28),
to get the best response as:
β = 600× 103, γmax2 = 6000, l1 = 2000, l2 = 1000
2.
The λ converges to λ∗ in 8ms when the trajectory enters the 1% bound of the



























































Figure 5.10: Trajectories of λ and φd during acceleration





























Figure 5.11: Trajectories of stator currents and the vehicle and wheel speeds
reference and φd is maintained at its reference value. Figure 5.10 shows the response of
the control scheme. No overshoot or steady state error is observed. Figure 5.11 shows
the stator currents generated by the control laws and the vehicle speeds. The control
inputs are free from chattering and are bounded. The fixing of λ to its optimum value
limits the acceleration of the vehicle to its maximum achievable value on the wet asphalt
surface.
To test the robustness of the control scheme, the values of m̄, c̄a, f̄r, ḡ, and µ̄p were
reduced by 50%. The results are depicted in Figure 5.12 . The proposed algorithm
effectively estimates the new fa and cancels the nonlinear and uncertain terms of the








































Figure 5.13: Sudden change in the road surface condition
affect the tracking performance of the closed loop system.
It is a common scenario during the driving that the road conditions changes abruptly
beneath the vehicle. We assume the the car was moving on the wet asphalt road and
after 50ms of acceleration the road condition changes to unpacked snow. The λ∗ for the
snowfield is 0.06. Figure 5.13 shows the response of the controller upon abrupt change
in the road condition. The λ converges to the new reference in 8ms. It can also be seen
in figure 5.13 the the wheel acceleration has been limited to a certain value lower than
the value of the wet asphalt.
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5.7 Summary
In this work, we have proposed the linear active disturbance rejection strategy for robust
traction control of induction motor fed electric vehicles. Unlike in previous studies, we
have presented the wheel slip ratio model of the car considering the nonlinear dynamics
of the actuator, which in our case is induction motor. The presented control technique
is based on linear extended state observer which estimates the nonlinear and uncertain
part of the model and actively linearizes the system. The observer and control law posses
simple structure and does not use the physical parameters of the longitudinal dynamics
of the vehicle. This feature makes the technique attractive for practical use. The
numerical simulations show the effectiveness of the algorithm. The tracking performance




6.1 Findings and Conclusion
In this work, we have investigated the tracking problem of the rotor speed of a squirrel-
cage three-phase induction motor. IM is a highly nonlinear, multi-variable and time-
varying system. We proposed two new control techniques for the control problem
and tested their effectiveness in both numerical simulations and real-time experiments.
Moreover, we have also solved the longitudinal traction control for the EVs subject
to intrinsic and extrinsic uncertainties.We can draw the following conclusion from this
research:
• The two-dimensional control theory is a promising direction to solve the complex
nonlinear control problems because it offers the construction of 2-D control laws
which are simple and require minimal information about the system dynamics.
• The Inter-sample Iterative Learning Control outperforms the conventional control
technique in term of convergence. The settling time for the ISILC is much better
than that of the conventional technique.
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• The ISILC has a simple and linear control structure with no nonlinear terms for
the compensation like the techniques inspired from the Feedback Linearization.
• However, the ISILC is sensitive towards the parameter variation and external
disturbances to the system.
• The Active Disturbance Rejection Control is exceptionally robust against the in-
ternal and external disturbances because of the active linearization of the system
dynamics using the Linear Extended State Observer (LESO).
• The LESO is capable of estimating the system nonlinearities and uncertainties
with an acceptable bounded error at steady state. By selecting the high gains,
practically the error will be negligible.
• The robust traction control problem for the IM-fed EVs has been solved using the
ADRC. The control technique is robust against the variation in the parameters of
the EV, i.e., the mass of the car, and also towards the road surface conditions.
6.2 Remarks on Future Research
There are still a lot of avenues to be explored and investigated ahead of this work. The
issue of robustness for ISILC can be further investigated to compensate for the external
and internal disturbances. Compensation for the load torque is deemed essential for
the motor control systems. Furthermore, the estimation of flux and closed loop flux
control is ignore in this work. The control schemes can also be investigated with a flux
observer, and overall closed-loop performance can be studied. Similarly, the observer-




Figure A.1: TI High Voltage Motor Control Kit
Texas Instruments Controller Board
The High Voltage Motor Control and PFC Developer’s Kit (TMDSHVMTRPFCKIT)
manufactured by Texas Instruments (TI), shown in figure A.1, is used for the real-time
implementation of the control algorithms. It consists of the following items:
• High Voltage 3 phase inverter board
• Controllcards
• 15V DC Power Adaptor
• AC power cords and USB Cable
Figure A.2 shows the block diagram of the overall complete hardware setup. It contains
four major functional groups: power supply, three phase inverter, instrumentation and
digital signal processor (microcontroller). Each of these groups are explained in details
in the next sections.
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The hardware can be energized by 220V single-phase AC or 380V DC. It is up to
the choice of the user. However, it is recommended to use the isolated DC supply
for control evaluation, especially when measuring scopes are used. The power supply
section generates the DC rail voltage for the three-phase inverter which is controlled
through the pulse width modulation (PWM) channels of the DSP processor. The sensing
circuitry is used to measure the line/phase currents and voltages of the motor which
are fed back to the DSP processor for the closed loop operation. The processor is
programmed in C language using Code Composer Studio (IDE) and Digital Motor
Control (DMC) Library which is provided by TI. The board also contains power factor






























Figure A.2: Block diagram of hardware
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Power Supply
High voltage three-phase inverter board, which is the main board of the experiment, is
separated into two power domains. The high voltage domain which contains the DC bus
which carries the high voltage and power to the inverter, and the low voltage domain
which includes the embedded, i.e., controller for the board. The power supply section of
the board contains an AC rectifier which can deliver power up to 750W. There are two
ways to energize the high voltage domain, either through 220V AC wall socket in which
the onboard rectifier is used, or we can directly plug an external DC supply on the DC
bus. When evaluating the onboard control signals using oscilloscope, extreme caution
need to the exercised. Either use isolated voltage probes when system is energized
with AC wall socket or use isolated external DC supply if the isolated probes are not
available.
The low voltage domain of the board can be energized in two ways. From onboard
AC rectifier, or using an external 15V isolated adaptor. It is recommended to use the
external adaptor because the output of the built-in switching supply can carry noise
when the motor is running which can corrupt the ADC values of current sensing.
Inverter
The setup uses a voltage source inverter to generate three-phase AC voltage from the
DC bus voltage. An intelligent power module PS21765 is used. It is a six switch
IGBT based integrated inverter which include gate drive, under voltage, and overcurrent
protection circuit. It can handle up to 350V, 20A and can drive a load up to 1.5KW. A
proper heat sink is required for safe operation otherwise the component may damage.
For more information about the intelligent power module refer to the component’s
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datasheet [116]. The gating signals of the inverter are connected to the PWM channels
of the microcontroller. PWM overlap protection circuit is also employed to prevent
triggering both high side and low side switches of the same leg at the same time. It will
cause a short circuit.
To prevent the overcurrent damage to the hardware, there is overcurrent trip circuit
which latches the overcurrent fault signal to the microcontroller and inverter. The
inverter automatically shuts downs the output to prevent any damage. Overcurrent trip
point is adjustable and can be adjusted to any desired value using onboard potentiometer
VR1 and an appropriate jumper setting J7.
Instrumentation
The experiment uses the shunt resistors to measure the output currents and voltages.
The voltage drop across the resistor is directly proportional to the current passing
through it which is then sensed by the analog to digital converter (ADC) of the micro-
controller. The sampling period is 10KHz, and it is synchronized with the PWM signals
to reduce the switching noise in the measurement. The PWM channels are also clocked
at 10KHz. The ADC resolution is 12-bits with values ranging from 0-4092. The current
and voltage sensing ranges are 0-7A RMS and 0-280V RMS respectively.
Digital Signal Processor
We are using TI’s 32-bit F28035 Piccolo microcontroller clocked at 60MHz in this setup.
This microcontroller possesses enough computation power to execute complex control
algorithms with the right mix of peripherals especially designed for motor control ap-
plications. We are using analog to digital converter (ADC), enhanced pulse width mod-
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ulation (ePWM) and quadrature encoder pulse (QEP) modules of the microcontroller.
Each of these three modules are explained briefly in the subsequent subsections, and
hardware resource mapping is provided in table A.1.
Table A.1: Hardware Resource Mapping
Hardware Resource Signal
PWM-1A U-phase high side switch
PWM-1B U-phase low side switch
PWM-2A V-phase high side switch
PWM-2B V-phase low side switch
PWM-3A W-phase high side switch
PWM-3B W-phase low side switch
ADC-B3, A1 Low side U-phase current sense
ADC-B5, B1 Low side V-phase current sense
ADC-A3, A5 Low side W-phase current sense
ADC-B7 U-phase voltage sense
ADC-B6 V-phase voltage sense
ADC-B4 W-phase voltage sense
ADC Module
This microcontroller posses 16 ADC channels with 12-bit resolution. There are multiple
ways to trigger the Start-Of-Conversion (SOC) for each channel. For this setup, we have
synchronized the SOC trigger with PWM module, so the both PWM and Sampling
frequencies are 10KHz. One can also use software triggers and external interrupts for
SOCs.
ePWM Module
F28035 contains seven ePWM modules, and each module provides an A-B pair of chan-
nels. So in total, we have 14 programmable PWM channels in this microcontroller. We
used three ePWM modules one for each branch of the inverter and six channels in total.
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Channel A of each module triggers the high side switch, and the channel B provides the
control signal to the corresponding low side switch. A-B pair is configured to generate
an alternate waveform to each other with a dead-time of 15 clock cycle between falling
edge of one channel and the rising edge of other or vice versa to compensate the delay
of on-time and off-time of the switches. All three ePWM modules are synchronized to
a single clock to avoid unnecessary delays between the switching sequence among the
branches of the inverter. An automatic trip logic is also employed in case the system
detects the overcurrent fault. All the PWM channels will go to high impedance state if
overcurrent is detected to prevent any damage. We are using symmetric PWM for the
drive.
QEP Module
A 2048 PPR quadrature encoder is used on the motor shaft to measure the position
and speed of the motor. F28035 microcontroller possesses a dedicated QEP module to
read the quadrature pulses and translate it to the position. The position counter has
a resolution 0.04◦. The counter increments from 0 - 8192 on 0◦ - 360◦ rotation. The
speed is measured by differentiating the position value.
Induction Motor
The AC induction motor used in this experiment is GE 5K33GN2A manufactured by
Marathon Electric. It is a 3 phase, 180W, 220V and 1.3A squirrel cage machine. The
parameters of the machine are summarized in Table 3.1. The rotor’s position and
speed are acquired using 2048-PPR optical encoder, QD200, installed physically on the
machine shaft. The real-time data for the analysis is acquired by transmitting the
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desired variables to PC over a serial communication link at the rate of 1KHz. The data
stream is collected and logged on a PC by using Realterm, a serial terminal software.
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